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/INSIDE:
Previous line staff
experience in nursing
home facilities has
given Greg Lowhorn a
unique perspective in
his new job as West
View Nursing Home's
administrator. Page 5
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614th Guard
might be cut
Deactivation unlikely
believe the National Guard would
remain unscathed," DeZarn said in
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Deactiva- remarks prepared for a morning
news conference.
tion of Murray's 614th Military
Other units to be considered for
Company
Police National Guard
1993 are
would mean the loss of approxi- reduction in fiscal year
Detachation
Transport
137th
the
payroll
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Headthe
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Staff Sgt. Ron England, who said
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support
y
the unit needs communit
DeZarn said.
to survive planned military cuts.
The 614th along with those three
Adjutant General Robert L.
have a combined strength of
units
one
that
today
d
announce
DeZarn
soldiers.
286
Kentucky Army National Guard
Also on the 1993 deactivation
unit will be disbanded this year and
four others may be deactivated or list is the Frankfort-based 475th
reorganized next year because of Mobile Army Surgical Hospital.
The unit has an authorized strength
federal military budget cuts.
The Louisville-based 141st of 236 soldiers. It is scheduled for
Chemical Company is scheduled deactivation Aug. 31, 1993, but
for deactivation by Sept. 1. The will be redesignated as the 135th
unit, with an authorized strength of Surgicial Hospital on Sept. 1, 1993
162 soldiers, specializes in chemi- with an authorized strength of 171
soldiers, DeZarn said.
cal warfare.
Murray has a good chance of
"When the active Army
unscathed during the
remaining
reducing
begin
to
plans
d
announce
its overall strength by 30 percent,
we knew it would be unrealistic to (Cont'd on page 2)

From Staff, AP Reports

SPORTS:
Racer coach

Scott

Edgar has not made a
decision about Darren
Hill's future with the
team after he missed
the last two games.
Page 10

THURSDAY
January 23
WORLD
WASHINGTON — The world's
wealthiest nations agree on the
need to provide massive help to
nations strugling to emerge from
the wreckage of the former
Soviet Union. Page 2

STATE
FRANKFORT — Two years
have passed since opponents and
supporters alike predicted the
political fallout from education
reform, but the feared backlash
hasn't happened. Page 3

SPORTS
BUFFALO, N.Y. — In this
maligned city of bad weather
and good football, the Buffalo
Bills should win back the city's
pride with a Super Bowl victory.
Page 10

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Sumitamo
Corp. of America complained it
was the victim of Japan-bashing
after the county buckled under
political pressure and concealed
a $122 million contract to build
railroad cars.

FORECAST
Tonight: Partly cloudy, breezy
and colder. Low 20 to 25.
Northwest wind 15 to 20 mph.
Friday: Partly sunny and cold.
High 30 to 35.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.5, -0.2; below 303.8, -3.3
BARKLEY LAKE
354.4, -0.2; below 315.5, -0.3

Demos begin push
to extend benefits
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressional Democrats said today
that continued high unemployment
means jobless benefits must be
extended again for people who
have used up their coverage, an
idea President Bush now supports.
But the two parties are fighting
over how to pay for the extra
coverage. Democrats say Bush
should declare the recession an
emergency and let the government
borrow the money, while Republicans want to raise the money and

avoid driving up the deficit.
Under pressure from the recession, high unemployment and the
upcoming elections, many lawmakers believe there is unlikely to be a
replay of last year's four-month
fight between Bush and Democrats.
Nonetheless, differences over
financing remain to be resolved.
"There's real pain in my neighborhood, in my city, in my state
and across America, " House

Buyers inspect tobacco and make bids at an auction at Farris Tobacco on Wednesday.

Staff photo by Candy Withers

Dark-fired auctions open here
MURRAY, Ky. (AP) — Dark-fired tobacco auctions are under way in western Kentucky and Tennessee, but officials said there may be less leaf at warehouses because manufacturers probably will increase
their "barn door" purchases.
Tobacco companies eager to obtain the best leaf
will buy about 40 percent of the crop directly from
farmers, said Will Ed Clark, general manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association in
Murray.
Called barn door or country buying, the practice
accounted for about 30 percent of last year's crop,
Clark said.
While the total may be higher this year, it's still
much lower than in 1989.
"About three years ago they bought almost all of it,
better than 90 percent," Clark said.
Dark-fired auctions began Wednesday at Farris
Grain & Tobacco in Murray and Growers Loose Leaf
before jumping to Mayfield on Thursday.
Dark-fired tobacco is used for chewing tobacco and
in roll-your-own cigarette tobacco. About half the
crop is used in the United States, primarily for chewing, while the roll-your-own blends are sold mainly in

(Cont'd on page 2)

There's more at stake than dollars'
Administration wants more time to draw up budget
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones plans to delay
introduction of his proposed budget
until Feb. 6, if the General
Assembly will allow it, top aides
said.
The administration needs time to
minimize the effect of a two-year
budget that reportedly will be one
of the leanest in memory, they said.

"There's more at stake than dollars," Secretary of the Cabinet
Kevin Hable said in a statement
Wednesday. "The budget affects
people's lives directly."
State law requires the executive
budget to be submitted on the 15th
day of the General Assembly's regular session, which would be
Tuesday.

Jones' chief of staff, Diana Taylor, said the plan was for the House
and Senate to consider resolutions
to allow a delay.
Concurrent resolutions of the
legislature have the effect of law.
Taylor said the plan emerged
from talks between Jones' staff and
four top Democratic legislators —
Senate President Pro Tern John
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By WENDY SLOANE
Assoclatod Prase Mita,

MOSCOW — Like many adults,
Valentina Zhukova has been desperately searching Moscow's stores

for milk, if only for the children in
the family.
But Zhukova's experience was
typical.
Attracted by a window display of
blue-and-white milk cartons, she

dragged her 4-year-old grandson
into Milk Store No. 29 on
Wednesday.
She was a week late.
"He only gets tea to drink,"
Zhukova said, angry at finding

Different strokes

new paint on the fence
Barry Thacker of CDM Construction takes careful aim Monday while applying
St.
on
Main
Arts
Library
the
Annex
surrounding

•
•

V

"Eck" Rose, House Speaker Don
Blandford and the majority floor
leaders, Sen. Joe Wright and Rep.
Greg Stumbo.
Budget forecasts have been consistently gloomy for months. The
administration has discussed a variety of economy moves, including
state employee layoffs.
"Because of the terrible fiscal

Moscow mothers crying over sparse milk
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foreign markets.
Kentucky will account for about half of the estimated 28-million- to 29-million-pound crop, with farmers in the eight-county Purchase area growing about
6.7 million pounds.
Sales opened Tuesday in Hopkinsville and Clarksville, Tenn. Prices were reported higher than last year,
with a top of $235 for a hundredweight, Clark said.
"The better tobacco is $10 higher than it was last
year," he said. "Most of the producers we saw this
morning were rather pleased with the prices they were
getting for their tobacco."
Buddy Farris, of Farris Grain & Tobacco, predicted
he would have 225,000 pounds on the floor when the
auction began.
"It'll be a lighter year than last year, and maybe
than even the year before," he said. "The barn door
price this year was $220, and that's probably higher
than the floor average, but they didn't offer that to
everybody. ... A lot more farmers would sell in the
country if the tobacco buyer would offer the right
price to them.
"Then, they wouldn't have to go through government grading, they'd just haul it to the buyer."

••••

•

another store out of milk. "I don't
even remember the last time I
bought milk!"
Milk has all but disappeared
from the Russian capital in recent
weeks, creating despair among
parents worried about their children's health.
The price of milk has tripled
since President Boris N. Yeltsin
lifted price controls in Russia on
Jan. 2, but other food items are as
much as 10 times higher. Milk is
one of the few goods whose price
remains under state control.
Harvard economist Jeffrey
Sachs, who is advising the government on its transition to a free
market economy, said last week
that state stores had refused shipments of milk because they could
not charge their customers as much
as they had to pay distributors.
He said price controls on milk
should be lifted.
Municipal authorities say the
shortage stems from transportation
problems. The Interfax news agency said the city produces enough
milk for its people, but more trucks
are needed to haul the milk in from
dairies.
Angry Muscovites held up traffic
by blocking a bridge near the Russian government building earlier
this month to protest the lack of
milk.
The European Community has
donated tons of powdered milk to
sell in state stores, but those sup(Cont'd on page 2)

situation, there are a lot of considerations that have to be made,"
Taylor said.
The legislature "deserves to
have put before it a (budget) document that has had that kind of consideration put into it."
Administration officials had
talked with legislative leaders
about a delay of a week to 10 days.

Small step for
man; a giant
leap for worms
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — The space shuttle Discovery carried 10 million worms
supplied by a Kentucky educator
when it took off from Cape
Canaveral, Fla., Wednesday.
Thomas Coohill, head of
Western Kentucky University's
physics and astronomy department, spent 18 months at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena, Calif., preparing the
worms for the space ride. The
worms will be used to study the
effects of cosmic rays on muta•
tion in animals.
Coohill, an expert on the
effects of radiation on living
systems, and the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, which is directing
the study, hoped originally to
see what impact a space tnp of
extended length — such as a
trip to Mars — would have on
the cancer rate of humans.
Though that will remain a
primary part of the experiment,
delays in launching the study
led to more wide-reaching goals,
including finding out what
impact weightlessness would
have on the growth cycle in
animals.
Worms make good specimens
beciuse of their four-day life
cycle, Coohill said. The shuttle
mission is scheduled to last
seven days.
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614th...
cuts because it's one of the "very
few" Kentucky Guard units currently at full strength, according to
England. The unit, which moved to
Murray from Louisville in 1978,
currently has approximately 160
members.
Murray's relatively-new $3.2
million armory and $750,000 annual payroll should also help deter
cuts, England said.
England said cuts may come but
it's not likely the unit will be
disactivated.
"My personal feeling is that if no.
they cut something, they may cut Staff Sgt. Dennis Smith is concerned that cuts may eliminate his job
here but they won't leave an empty and others at the National Guard Armory.
Staff photo by Candy blathers
armory sitting here," he said.
family,
and they do get close to
England said, however, that the "It's just like civilians — take the
each
other,"
DeZam said.
what
and
away
city and state police
community needs to rally behind
members
42
of the Murthe
Of
have?"
would
you
to
to
higher-ups
unit
convince
the
DeZarn said all those affected by ray unit to volunteer for duty in
look elsewhere for cuts.
the cutback can remain in the guard Saudi Arabia after hostilities had
"The main thing is that we have
if they prefer, and will be retrained ceased, 26 are still there, according
to show the people in Frankfort
to join other units. DeZarn said he to Staff Sgi Dennis Smith, senior
what the value is of a military
believed that 8 percent to 10 per- non-commissioned offficer of the
period,"
said.
unit
he
police
cent of those affected by the reor- 614th.
One of the unit's mission when
Some will return Friday, he said,
ganization probably would choose
it .was transferred from Louisville
to leave service rather than be and all but three of the rest will be
was to assist units near Eddyvilk
back within a few weeks. He said
retrained for another unit.
and to be near any emergency situmembers volunteered for
three
state
England
prison.
ation at the
The Kentucky National Guard another 6-month-tour.
said.
has about 7,700 soldiers, about 500
A massive homecoming celebraIf cut, the unit could be transbelow its authorized strength of tion is planned Feb. 23 at 1 p.m. at
formed into a different type of unit
8,200 soldiers. DcZarn said he did the armory and Gov. Brereton
other than military police, England
not know how much money the Jones is expected to attend.
said.
reorganization would save.
A smaller celebration sponsored
England compared a military
by
the Operation Open Arms supto
best
its
do
would
The guard
police unit to that of a local peacekeep soldiers together with friends port group is planned for tonight at
keeping police department.
they have in their current units, 7 p.m. at Southwest Elementary to
"The role of the military police
honor those who have already
DeZarn said.
unit to keep law and order at posts
"A guard unit is an extension of returned and been debriefed.
and at the battlefield." he said.
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Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski, Dill., told
a hearing of his panel's human
resources subcommittee. "If this is
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Wednesday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 2-9-4 (two, nine,
four): Lotto: 9-15-22-23-32-41
(nine, fifteen, twenty-two,
twenty-three, thirty-two, fortyone)

Shell

not an emergency, then tell me Fitzwater said Wednesday, "We're
supportive of extending the benewhat is."
House Minority Leader Robert fits. What bill we sign and what
Michel, R-III., said he supports form, we haven't decided. ... We
extending the jobless benefits but understand the need to extend
wants to raise money for the prog- unemployment benefits."
Fitzwater added that the admiram by closing tax loopholes and
other means. Otherwise, he said, nistration might propose its own
the federal deficit will be driven bill extending jobless benefits.
The panel was considering a
upward and the economy will suf$4.5 billion Democratic measure
fer in the long run.
that would provide an extra 13
"We do not help families who weeks of payments for people
are hurting if we adopt economic using up their coverage.
policies that bring short-term relief
The measure, sponsored by Rosand long-term grief," Michel told tenkowski and subcommittee chairthe subcommittee.
man Thomas Downey, D-N.Y ,
Bush initially opposed extending
also would pay extra benefits
jobless benefits last year, but through Oct. 3, instead of June 13
relented toward the end of a four- as now scheduled.
month fight with Democrats. This
Michel said he wants to extend
year, he is backing the idea from
the benefits by 13 weeks. He said
the start, although it remains he would pay for the program by
unclear whether the White House eliminating what he said was a tax
will agree to declare an emergency. loophole for owners of some savWhite House spokesman Marlin ings and loan institutions.

Moscow mothers
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
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plies will not meet the demand.
At Milk Store 29, butter and
cheese were the only dairy products on sale Wednesday, and the
line of customers wound tightly
around the inside of the cramped
store. Sausages and hot dogs were
also on display, but at prices so
high that few people were buying.
"Last Thursday was the last
time we had milk," said a cashier,
Nina Valeyeva. "We received
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ARREST MADE
An investigation by the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Wednesday led to the arrest of John D. Parrish, 20, of Route 3, Murray. Parrish was
charged with illegal taking of deer and discharging a weapon across a public
road. He was placed in the Calloway County Jail on a $1,000 cash or property boncL

MURRAY POLICE MAKE ARREST

Billy Luke Blanton, Jr., 48, Of 114 Spruce was arrested after he turned himself in Thursday morning at the Murray Police Department. Blanton allegedly
fired shots with a shotgun at two men on L.P. Miller St at approximately 7
p.m. last night, according to affidavits. The incident allegedly stems from an
argument over a dice game. Blanton was charged with two counts of firstdegree wanton endangerment.

News of the World
AGREE TO HELP, DISAGREE ON HOW
WASHINGTON— The world's wealthiest nations agree on the need to provide massive help to the states struggling to emerge from the wreckage of
the former Soviet Union. But clear differences emerged after a day of closed
meetings. A final conference session today is expected to focus primarily on
coordinating the international effort to provide humanitanan assistance and
set the former Soviet republics firmly on the path to democracy and free
market economies. At a news conference Wednesday, German Foreign
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher made clear his country's disagreement
with Japan's insistence that Russia return the Kurile Islands occupied at the
end of World War II. "These questions are very important for Japan." he
said. "But the downfall of the Soviet Union is. also important."

eight containers with 120 liters in
each container. They sold out in 25
minutes!"
In a corner of the store an old
man had been sitting on the floor
all day in hopes that a new milk
shipment would arrive. Valcyeva
said some customers had been
waiting all week.
Vladimir Yegorov, a doctor in
Moscow City Hospital No. 6, said
children could be healthy without
milk only if they had meat, eggs
and butter, which are also difficult
or expensive to obtain now.
"It's very difficult to replace
milk with other products, especially in our situation," he said.
The daily newspaper Nezavisimaya Gazeta said Wednesday that
Russians now rely on bread, sugar
and potatoes for up to 75 percent of
their calories.
A factory worker who identified
herself only as Lyuba stood outside
the milk store with her 6-year-old
daughter, Vika. She said the last
time she bought milk was two
months ago, and only because she
stumbled upon it.
"It probably won't get any better, but it could get worse," she
said.

NEW WINDSOR, Md. — Not that long ago the Russians were the nucleararmed enemy. "We almost hated them," recalls Jack Provost. But now Provost, like thousands of other volunteers and members of charitable groups
around the country, is intent on feeding Russian people who need help to
get through a hard winter. "The Russian people are in deep despair," said
Provost, seated in the tiny lunchroom of the warehouse that is the central
collection point for a relief effort sponsored by the United Methodist Committee on Relief. A letter went out to 36,000 churches across America asking
people to contribute very specific food pa-eels. Each would contair
packages of flour, sugar, pasta, rice and powdered milk. Tea and shortening, soup and canned meats, poultry or fish also were included.

SUB MISSILES MAY BE SCRAPPED
WASHINGTON — Arms reduction talks under way betwfeeh the Uriged
States and Russia could lead to a cut in the American submarine missile
force, sources say. Overall, the U.S. initiative could result in scrappin9.up to_
about 20 percent of the long-range nuclear arsenal that would be left under
the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty, or START.

Perkins won't seek 5th term
term to spend more time with his
wife and two children. But the
thought of running against formidable opposition in a drastically redrawn district also played a part in
his decision.
Carol Hubbard — wife of U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ist District — filed Tuesday for the
Democratic primary in the new 5th
District.
"I'd like to think it was me,"
Mrs. Hubbard said of a possible
reason for Perkins' retirement.
"Naturally, I'm surprised. But I
hope Chris will support me as the
Democratic nominee for Congress.

By The Associated Press
U.S. Rep, Chris Perkins is retiring from Congress this year,
ending a Washington dynasty that
began with his father more than
four decades ago.
"1 have witnessed a change in
the kind of service that goes on in
the House of Representatives,"
Perkins said in a statement Wednesday. "I am choosing to step
away from this system and step
back to my family."
The Hindman Democrat said he
was retiring at the end of his fifth

Fed may sit tight on rates
by the Fed's 12 regional banks,
found that the U.S. economy
remained stagnant, with little suggestion of a rebound outside of
some modest gains in housing sales
and construction.
Manufacturing output was
declining in autos and other key
industries, while retailers reported
disappointing Christmas sales and
bankers said they saw little demand
for new loans outside of a rush to
refinance existing mortgages.
The Fed's surveys, done eight
times a year, have been growing
decidedly more pessimistic since
August, and analysts said there was
no change in the latest report_
"You can't find any recovery in
this report," said Robert Dederick,
chief economist for the Northern
Trust Co. of Chicago. "All you can
see are reasons for further
sluggishness."

WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite
another gloomy report on the
national economy, the Federal
Reserve may well decide to wait
awhile before pushing interest rates
lower, many analysts believe.
These analysts view recent comments by Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan and other Fed
officials as signaling that the central bank is prepared to wait to
assess whether it has done enough
to revive a stagnant economy.
Fed policy makers meet again
Feb. 4-5 to review the impact of
previous rate cuts. A key point of
discussion at that meeting will be a
Fed survey released Wednesday
showing pervasive weakness
around the nation and an economy
the report described as
"lackluster."
The review, based on interviews
with business executives conducted
•
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The Calloway County Sheriff's Department found marijuana and drug paraphernalia Wednesday night while executing a warrant for terrostic threatening on a Murray man. Following the arrest of Danny Ray Hamlet, 20, of 106
S. 15th, Murray, authorities charged him with possession of marijuana under
eight ounces and possession of drug paraphernalia. Deputies also found
other substances which are currently being identified by the state crime lab
in Frankfort. Other charges may follow.
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MAN FACES THEFT CHARGES

The Calloway County Sheriff's Department arrested a Murray man Wednesday night on charges of theft by taking over $100 and warrants have been
issued for a second suspect on the same charges. Danny Joe Burkeen, 37,
and another individual went to the residence of Thomas Istep of Route 3,
Murray and allegedly gave him some type of pill causing him to lose consciousness They then took property, some of which has been recovered,
that includes two guns, $450 in cash, a $1,300 ring, two coats and a heater.
Burkeen is lodged in the Calloway County Jail on a $5,000 cash bond.

CALLING A HALT TO HATE

Demos begin push...
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Education-tax bill backlash hasn't materialized
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Two
years ago, opponents and supporters alike predicted the political
fallout from education reform and
the largest tax increase in Kentucky
history would really be felt in
1992.
Those two years have passed,
and lawmakers said Wednesday the
feared backlash hasn't happened.
"As far as retaliation, if you
will, to people who supported
(House Bill) 940, I just don't see

it," said Rep. Martin Sheehan, DCovington.
Sheehan voted for the measure,
but had no opposition for reelection as of Wednesday.
On the flip side of the coin was
Rep. Bill Donnermeyer, DBellevue, who voted against the tax
atid school bill. He said there has
been no backlash against him or
anyone who voted for the bill.
"I don't see any concerted,
grassroots groundswell of people

Legislative Briefs
BILL TO BOLSTER TOURISM

and
A House panel approved a bill Wednesday designed to bolster tourism
employment in economically hard-hit counties by creating tourism zones
and granting tax breaks to tourism-related businesses. House Bill 191,
Toursponsored by Rep. Charles Geveden, D-Mayfield, cleared the House Tourism Development and ,Energy Committee. It would form the Kentucky
ism Zone Authority, which could establish up to 25 tourism zones in the
times above
state. Only those areas with unemployment rates that are
such
the average national jobless rate for the past 18 months could receive such
a classification. The bill would create a state sales tax exemption for
nment
tourism-related businesses as hotels, motels, restaurants and entertai
businesses, Geveden said. The exemptions would be for equipment, promotional literature and building materials for construction and remodeling, he
of
said. Such businesses also could receive a $1,500 tax credit for the hiring at
for
each person who had been unemployed or drawing public assistance finanleast 90 days, Geveden said. Geveden said he had no estimate of the
to be
cial impact of the exemptions or tax credits, but said the bill "ought ent
revenue positive" by encouraging investment, construction, employm
and greater tourism.
CAMPAIGN

REFORM

Radio/hack

SINCE 1921

MEIZICA'S TECHNOLOGY STORE"

MEASURES

The House passed a handful of campaign-related bills Wednesday, including one dealing with the payment of campaign expenditures and the disclon
sure of those making the payments. Under House Bill 55, any campaig
expenditures of $25 or above would have to be paid by check, and the identity of the person making the payment would have to be disclosed. The measure also would increase the period for which campaign finance records
must be retained from four to six years. The bill, sponsored by Rep. Martin
Sheehan, D-Covington, passed 94-1. Another of the campaign-related bills
that won passage would exempt in-kind contributions of $100 or less per
election from the definition of contribution. The bill, also sponsored by Sheehan, passed 97-0. The House also passed 96-0 a bill to stiffen the penalty
for tampering with public records. The bill would make it a Class D felony,
which carries a prison sentence of one to five years.

for the
Don't Wait! Get Ready

A bill to extend state enforcement powers over local school officials was
approved by the House Education Committee on Wednesday. House Bill
182 would allow state Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen to seek
removal of negligent or incompetent school officials without first seeking
their suspension. ft also would permit Boysen to move against a superintendent or board member who, to dodge charges, resigns and takes a lower
school job. In Harlan County, Robert Shepherd resigned as superintendent
in November after being charged by Boysen with incompetence, misconduct
and neglect of duty. Shepherd was hired the next day for a newly created,
$54,000.a-year technology job in the school system, but was suspended a
month later under pressure from Boysen. Members of the Harlan County
school board were charged with Shepherd. Three of the four board members were removed from office on Wednesday by the State Board for
Elementary and Secondary Education following a weeklong, closed hearing.
HB182 would require public hearings for local board members because they
are elected. Appointed school officials would retain the option of a closed
hearing.
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REMOVING SUPERINTENDENT'S LAST DUTIES

A bill that removes the last mention from the statutes of any official duties
for the superintendent of public instruction cleared the Senate easily. Sen.
Joe Meyer, D-Covington, did not even mention the controversy with current
Superintendent John Stephenson while explaining Senate Bill 95. "It doesn't
make any substantive changes, it just clarifies some of the oversights,"
Meyer said before the 35-1 vote for passage. The 1990 General Assembly
removed all real duties from the superintendent's post and left it with a title
and a $3,000 annual salary. The duties were turned over to an appointed
commissioner of education. Stephenson has attempted to assert a constitutional right to run the state Department of Education, though without success. Stephenson has said a lawsuit to challenge the 1990 law is possible.
The bill, which now goes to the House for consideration, substitutes the
commissioner for the superintendent on some obscure boards and
commissions.
'Also Wednesday, the Senate unanimously passed a bill to exempt most
chemicals used in farming from sales tax. The measure is designed to end
confusion about a Revenue Cabinet policy that exempts such items from
taxation. The cabinet said two years ago there was no statutory authority for
the exemption and threatened to begin a levy. Then-Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
ordered a stay until legislation could be enacted.
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FULL TERM

State Rep. Robbie Castleman of
Mayfield will have a news conference at 9:30 a.m. Saturday at the
circuit courtroom of the Graves
County Courthouse in Mayfield to
officially announce her intentions to
run for a full term. Castleman has
represented the 2nd District since
August, when she was elected to fill
the unexpired term of her husband,
Dick, who died in May. The 2nd District includes Graves County and a
portion of southwest McCracken
County.
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years ago is not an issue.
That's not to say there isn't
grumbling about taxes, lawmakers
said.
"Obviously, taxes are going to
remain an issue," Sheehan said.
Larry Clark, D-Louisville, who
voted against the bill, said there is
some discontent among the electorate, but HB 940 is not the cause.
"1 think there's a movement,
regardless of 940, if you're an
incumbent," Clark said.

lawmaker Carl Nett of Louisville.
Nett blamed his education vote, but
Wayne said that had nothing to do
with his victory. The issues in his
Jefferson County race were largely
local.
"If there was going to be an
uprising, a result, it was going to
be two years ago," Sheehan said.
"I think it's over. I think it's a
dead issue."
Incumbents running this year say
their vote on House Bill 940 two

senators and 14 House members —
replaced in the elections following
that vote, and some blamed the tax
bill. Many blamed the defeat on
their vote for the tax increase.
"We had a lot of people run
against the bill last time," said
Sen. Kelsey Friend, D-Pikeville,
who voted for the bill but has
drawn no opposition in his own reelection this year.
Jim Wayne defeated one of those
incumbents, veteran Democratic

who say they're opposed to anybody who voted against that," said
Donnermeyer, who has also not yet
drawn any opposition.
The Kentucky Education Reform
Act, as it has been dubbed, passed
the House by a 58-42 vote and the
Senate by a 30-8 margin. It
included an estimated S1.3 billion
tax increase in addition to its
revamping of elementary and secondary schools.
There were 25 incumbents — 11
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Film raises questions and eyebrows

Mrray Ledger 8r Times
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'Whcrc there is no vision, the people perish.'
PLBUS1IED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC

Letters to the Editor
Band Boosters thank supporters
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Calloway County Band Boosters, I would like to
express our appreciation to everyone who helped make our chili supper a
big success.
To all the fine people at Pagliai's and Wendy's for their contributions
of chili; to the band parents who sent sandwiches, drinks or a dessert; to
Reta Burton who did a wonderful job organizing the event; and of course
to the band parents who helped serve that night.
We are proud of the support our band gets from their community. Join
them on Feb. 13 as they perform with Murray High and Murray State's
bands at Lovett Auditonum for "Strike Up the Bands." It promises to be
an enjoyable evening.
Nita Galloway. secretary
Calloway Co. H.S. Band Boosters

Political Notebook

As political issue,
'Domestic Storm'
looms even larger

Some critics have assailed the
movie "JFK," denouncing it as "a
three-hour lie," and a "desecration." One even went so far as to
compare Oliver Stone's seamless
merging of scripted scenes and historic footage to the propaganda
techniques of Adolph Hitler and his
henchman, Joseph Goebbels.
At a recent Washington Press
Club luncheon where Stone was the
guest speaker,"JFK" was described
as "perhaps the most talked-about
movie of the decade." The reason
for the controversy — which has
spawned sputtering outrage from
its most vehement belittlers — is
that the movie depicts Kennedy's
assassination as a coup d'etat
cooked up by the "military industrial complex."
Riding the crest of the negative
publicity, "JFK" made its Murray
— debut last Friday night. Nearly all
seats in the theater were filled
when the screening began at 7:30.
The audience appeared to be from
the generations that lived through
the Kennedy years, middle-aged
and holding. If polled, many of
them probably could have
described, in detail, where they
were on that fateful November day
in 1963.
The film begins with President
Eisenhower's farewell address, in
which he wars of the growing power of the military industrial complex. Actual newsreels of events

By MIKE FEINSILBER
An Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — Sounds like George Bush isn't going to be shy
about reminding the American voter who was president the last time the
United States won a war.
"If I'd have listened to the leader of the United States Senate, George
Mitchell, Saddam Hussein would be in Saudi Arabia, and you'd be paying
20 bucks a gallon for gasoline," Bush said a few days ago in New
Hampshire.
Is Bush going to be able to capitalize on the Persian Gulf War in the
election?
Desert Storm isn't going to hurt him, but the answer isn't as clear as it
seemed when the soldiers came home last year.
Is he going to try?
The answer seems clear enough.
The war was quick and clear cut and relatively painless. The aftermath
has been ambiguous, awkward and full of uncertainties, which remain.
More relevant is that the war has become somewhat irrelevant to what
Americans are thinking about: the economy.
Bush and Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan and a lot of economists don't understand why, because the last recession, a decade ago,
was worse — at least on paper.
But the surveys say Americans are uncertain of their future, suffering
the same malaise that the war was supposed to have knocked off.
The reason that health insurance is a sudden and potent political issue
isn't that 34 million Americans don't have it, but that many more millions
fear they may lose it.
So Bush must be adroit in using the war.
Saddam Hussein remains in a position to cause mischief. Unchecked
further, says CIA Director Robert Gates, Saddam could be back in business making the stuff of nuclear weapons in a few years, poison gas even
sooner.
Saddam's ruthless suppression of Shiite and Kurdish rebellions and the
indifference of Kuwait's Mercedes Benz chieftains toward sharing power
with their subjects diminish the war as a political triumph.
Americans like to think they fight wars for principles, not against
S20-a-gallon gas. Bush said at the time the fight was to stop Hitler-like
aggression; he didn't talk much about the price of gasoline.
And yet, those movies.
Bush has films that make Ronald Reagan's "Morning in America" TV
commercials blandly gray in comparison. They are lump-in-throat
inducing:
Bush in the desert, in khaki. Mrs. Bush with the troops. Mothers kiss
husbands and children and march off to war. Mothers return in triumph to
husbands and children. Teary, flag-waving Americans welcome home
teary. flag-waving troops.
Bush found a way in New Hampshire to tie the war and the recession
together to underscore his strongest issue, his leadership.
"I'd like to take the same kind of energy and leadership that we had in
Desert Storm and use it to help the working men and women in the state
of New Hampshire and across the country," he said.
That's effective — if he wins the battle. But it is questionable whether
attacking congressional Democrats who didn't vote to go to war will be
effective.
When the staffs of anti-war Senate Democrats are asked how the senators respond to attacks on that vote, they respond with a shrug. The issue,
they say. rarely arises.
Desert Storm ended 11 months ago, but it seems more distant than that.
It has been replaced by Domestic Storm.

MAIN

STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & limes columnist
leading up to John Kennedy's presidential election follows. The first
five or ten minutes of the film provide a crash course in history those
too young to remember those years,
and a stroll down memory lane for
the rest of us.
As the sequences edge toward
November 22, 1963, when the president was assassinated in Dallas, I
begin to brace myself. Shots of
Jackie Kennedy, young and vibrant
in her pink boucle suit and nerkv
pillbox hat, cause me to grip the
arm rests. It is impossible not to
anticipate the ensuing scenes. A
limousine ride in an open car.
Smiles and waves to cheering
crowds. And then the shots; the
first lady first coming to her husband's aid and then crawling on the
mink of the car, extending an outstretched hand to a helpless Secret
Service man.
There is the arrival back in
Washington later that night, and
the first public appearance of the
stunned widow, still in the same

suit she'd worn that morning in
Texas when she accepted an armful
of roses from an admirer.
Much of "JFK" is familiar, until
the film begins to sort through the
details of the tragedy, unravelling a
skein of coincidences that led New
Orleans district attorney Jim Garrison to conclude that the lone assassin theory supported by the Warren
Commission was false. For three
hours and ten minutes, the film
presents, in exacting detail, circumstantial evidence that supports Garrison's case.
In interviews about the film,
Stone conceded that the Kennedy
assassination, with its supposed
lone gunman who was in turn shot
by a lone gunman, has become
sanctified history. He believes the
findings of the Warren Commission.
should be questioned since Kennedy's murder was the crime of the
century and an event that possibly
changed the course of history.
A Vietnam veteran, Stone has
incorporated that experience into

most of his cinematic work. Two of
his earlier works, "Platoon" and
"Born on the 4th of July" reflect
that theme. And if Stone's
research, and the intense investigative work of Jim Garrison is to be
believed, "JFK" is also directly
related to the war in southeast
Asia. The movie suggests that Kennedy's assassination was triggered
by the president's support of troop
withdrawal from Vietnam.
John Hopkins, owner and operator of Cheri Theater in Murray,
says that crowds for "JFK" have
had good reactions to the film.
Generally, he observes, audiences
are older tahn the usual "teeny
hoppers."
When the film ended last Friday
night, people were quick to exit the
theater, and there was little chatter
about what they'd just seen. It may
be because of the unusual length of
"JFK." Or it may be due to the
number of perplexing questions
raised by the film.
It is Stone's contention that
many who lived through the assassination and its aftermath don't
believe the conclusions of the Warren Commission, especially the
lone gunman and lone bullet
theory. "JFK" is one way to bring
the issue to millions of viewers,
and to have them start asking some
of the tough questions Stone asked
himself as he put the film together.

Washington Today

Barbara is Bush's ace in the hole
go wrong by calling attention to his
wife.
An Associated Press News Analysis
"Clearly, one of the big advanhe has is his family, but partages
President
—
WASHINGTON
her. That was reinforced
ticularly
Bush may be taking a beating in
performance in
bravura
her
by
over
win
the polls but he can still
a
most crowds with a single word — Tokyo," said Norman Ornstein,
American
the
at
analyst
political
Barbara.
With Bush's approval ratings Enterprise Institute, referring to
plunging in the face of a stagnant Mrs. Bush's taking over the
economy, political analysts say he podium at a state dinner after the
can use all the help he can get on president collapsed from the flu.
the domestic front — even if it
Democratic pollster Mark Melmeans hopping a ride on his popu- man was less charitable. "At this
lar wife's coattails.
point, George Bush needs someSome recent examples from the thing, even if it means hiding
New Hampshire campaign trail:
behind her skirts. It's an attempt to
— "A lot of families are hurt- link himself with someone more
ing. The answer: Barbara cares and popular than he is."
I care," he told insurance workers
The president invokes Barbara
last week in Dover, N.H.
Bush's name whenever he discus— "I'm pretty proud of her," he ses difficult, sensitive issues like
told a civic group in Portsmouth. unemployment or health care, or on
"When she hugs a baby or teaches issues with which he feels
somebody to read, why — she's uncomfortable:
saying something."
"When Barbara holds an AIDS
— "With her interest in literacy,
she's tried to impress upon people baby in her arms, she's trying to
the importance of reading to kids, express the compassion that both of
broadening their horizons, expand- us feel," he told a town hall meeting their young minds," he told an ing in Exeter, N.H.
Sometimes he even makes it
Atlanta audience last Friday.
No one knows whether a first sound like he and his wife — at
lady can have political coattails, least on domestic policy — have a
but analysts say Bush can hardly job-sharing arrangement.

By TOM RAUM

"The answer is we've got proposals that will help," Bush told the
Dover, N.H., audience. "Barbara
and I are not isolated from the feelings of people in this state who are
hurting."
Bush has no trouble going it
alone on such applause-winning
topics as the Persian Gulf War. But
when he turns to domestic issues,
his leadership often becomes a
family affair.
"I know the heartbeat of this
state," he told workers at an auto
trim factory in southern New
Hampshire. "And I know the people and I care about them, and so
does Barbara Bush."
"She's a great asset," said
White House political director Ron
Kaufman. Kaufman suggested Bush
has been invoking the first lady at
speeches for years and didn't just
start doing it now for the
campaign.
Even so, Bush's references to
her have been far more frequent
lately and relate to more substantive issues.
Barbara Bush isn't just the president's unseen running mate. She
has an active campaign schedule of
her own.
She's already made one solo trip

to New Hampshire to file her husband's candidacy papers and plans
to return Thursday for another full
day of campaigning. She may go
back yet again before the Feb. 18
leadoff primary, said Anna Perez,
her press secretary.
Her itinerary is planned in close
consultation with Bush campaign
officials, but she has the final say.
"We don't send her anywhere she
doesn't want to go," Perez said.
Democratic pollster Celinda
Lake said Mrs. Bush remains
"wildly popular" in surveys taken
by both parties. "The most robust
personal image of George Bush is
that he is for family values. That is
not a trivial concern as you battle
for the middle class. Invoking Barbara is the best way he can hold
onto that," she said.
If Bush can draw applause from
audiences just by mentioning Barbara's name, he has also learned he
can get a laugh and applause by
referring to his bout with the stomach flu and his wife.
After telling a Rotary Club dinner in Portsmouth, N.H., last week
that the first lady does "the Lord's
work," Bush added: "And I'm
very sorry that she's not here. ... I
told her that I didn't need her, I
was not going to throw up."

Quayle verdict: not guilty as charged

Dan Quayk, perhaps the most
undeservedly vilified political figCAL'S TI OUGI ITS
ure in recent memory, has now
been cleared of most of the accusations brought against him when he
first ran for vice president. In a
seven -part series written by
Cal Thomas
Washington Post reporters Bob
Syndicated columnist
Woodward and David Broder, the
newspaper found that nearly all the
charges — from using family influ- that "their principal asset is the position financially to George
ence to get into the National Guard $500,000 house they own and cur- Bush. Of course those "published
and thus avoid Vietnam duty, to rently rent out, which carries a assertions and speculation" were
academic failure, to vast personal
mortgage of slightly less than reported as fact by the Post's Brodwealth — don't hold up under $150,000. They also have stock in er and Dewar.
Comedians and pundits have
scrutiny.
Central Newspapers, publishers of
papers in Indianapolis, Phoenix and made Quayle the butt of countless
One wonders where all of the
scrutiny was following Quayle's other cities, valued at about jokes, portraying him as a male
• • • •
the "dumb blonde."
(EDITOR'S NOTE — Mike Feinsilber has covered events in Washing- selection as President Bush's run- $400,000, and several small bank version of
reported in 1988
Dewar
and
Broder
ning mate and why it took more accounts, investments and a retireton since 1968.)
as little
"regarded
was
Quayle
that
than
more
at
valued
to
plan
years
ment
report
the
truth.
three
than
None of the information was classi- $50,000 .... Contrary to published more than a Robert Redford lookfied, and any cub reporter who assertions and speculation, Quayle alike" and a "pretty boy" and "legibothered to look could have
does not stand to inherit part of the slative lightweight."
But like Mark Twain who at the
estate of his grandfather, newspapobtained the facts.
of 18 thought his father was an
age
Pulliam,
C.
The
Eugene
magnate
Washington
Times
has
er
perJan. 20; Argus Leader, Sioux Falls, Si)., on the Gulf War anniversary:
and, by the time the writer
idiot
1975."
in
valuable
a
died
who
by
service
formed
printNow that a year has elapsed, the war in the Persian Gulf can be seen in
21, was amazed at
had
reached
but
these
poor,
Quayle isn't
ing a side-by-side comparison of
a different perspective.
much his father had learned in
how
in
superior
a
him
put
hardly
assets
stories
caroften
contradictory
the
The war was hard to justify when it was going on. It's even more diffiried by its rival, the Post. In an
cult to justify now.
Aug. 17, 1988 story, the Post's
the
Should
soon?
Was the war worthwhile? Did the fighting stop too
Broder
shared a byline with Helen
United States have fought at all?
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
and wrote that Quayle
Dewar
The fact that menacing Iraqi President Saddam Hussein remains in "comes out of the same kind of prion our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
opinions
power enhances the argument that the allied forced didn't accomplish
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the folvileged family background (as
much. ...
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
Bush) ... In fact. Quayle is vastly
Ideally, Saddam would have been removed from power by his own peowriter's address and telephone number included in case verification is
than Bush, and stands to
wealthier
ple by now. That hasn't happened.
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The Murray Ledinherit a large share of a fortune
But a year ago, Saddam left the United States and its allies little choice
& Timcs reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
ger
worth hundreds of millions of
but to call his bluff.
should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
Letters
dollars."
The Gulf War didn't usher in a new era of peace. as many had hoped.
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
Times.
tit
On Jan. 7, though. Broder and
But it may have prevented an even bigger war in the future.
Woodward wrote of the Quayles

World editorial roundup

Just drop us a line ...
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three years, Broder and Woodward
wrote of Quayle in their series that
he "has been underestimated
repeatedly," that he has "proved
himself to be a skillful player of
the political game," that he is
"exposed almost daily to the Oval
Office discussions on vital national
and international issues," and that
his "input appears to be valued by
Bush, especially on political and
congressional strategy."
It's that way throughout the
Post's series. One charge after
another is dismissed for lack of
evidence by the same paper that
initially helped spread some of the
errors, misunderstandings, downright lies and "public assertions
and speculation."
When the press reports inaccuracies about Quayle, many people
believe them. But the problem is,
when the inaccuracies are cleared
up, some people still have lingering
"doubts" about his background,
qualifications and performance
because of conflicting information.
Although the Post series has
acquitted Quayle of the false
charges, it hasn't told him hoe to
get his reputation back.
But the Vice President can
enhance his image in the months
leading up to the Republican
National Convention in Houston.
If, in his nomination acceptance
speech, he dazzles the nation (as
Bush did at the 1988 convention),
he might well prove to be the most
formidable force in the 1996 presidential race.
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Foundation discusses
Mini-Grant Program
At the most recent meeting of the
trustees for the Murray Independent
School District Foundation for Excellence in Public Education, the hot
topic was the Foundation's Teacher
Mini-Grant Program — how to keep
on funding it and how to make people
more aware of how it has benefitted
Murray's schoolchildren.
The Foundation, probably best
known for having the longest name of
any Murray organization, was
founded six years ago to support the
services and programs of the Murray
State Schools.
In other words, it raises money,and
its trustees decide where that money
should be spent, quite independently
of federal or state department of
education directives.
The Mini-Grant Program was the
brainchild of the first Foundation
chairman, Melissa Easley. Her idea
was to support education in the city
schools by supporting teachers in
their efforts to enrich classroom studies.
"So many teachers have really
creative ideas that tax moneyjust can't
pay for," she said, "I wanted them to
have the opportunity to turn their
ideas into reality."
Although the Foundation also administers two scholarships and provides money for special projects, it is
the mini-grant program which has
been the focus of its energies and
attentions.
It is a highly competitive program.
Teachers must complete a two-page
application, specifying how they plan
to spend the money and how their
project relates to the school's educational plan; they're required to submit
an evaluation after the money has
been spent. The grants can be used to
pay for materials, transportation,
printing, and similar costs — but not
stipends for teachers. Except in rare
instance, no grant has exceeded
$300.00.
Since 1986, the Foundation has
funded 56 teacher projects, for a total
of $14,457, involving more than fifty
teachers.
Foundation grants have paid for
literary anthologies, graphing calculators and math "manipulatives," field

Lowhom to head West View

MCCH's Mental
HealthCare Unit
sets open house

SCHOOLS

trips, subscriptions to news and science magazines, maps and globes,
and all kinds of computer software.
It was a Foundation grant that
enabled guidance counselor Mary
Jane Littleton to establish Murray
Middle's wildly popular "Homework
Hotline;" that enabled Ted Dotson to
start up a graphic arts class for his
seventh and eighth grade art students;
that enabled music teachers to put on
the "City Song Fest" two years ago.
Cindy Clemson, a special education teacher at Murray Elementary,
used her grant award to bring the
"Kids on the Block", a life-sized
puppet troupe, to Robertson and Carter schools for performances. The
Kids, who portray children with
rhysical handicaps in humorous and
warm-hearted skits helped the
elementary children understand the
difficulties faced by their handicapped classmates. Cyndi Cohoon
has received a grant from the Foundation every year for the past five
years; as part of their study of economics, her students invest the money
in the stock market. If the investments
turn a profit (and they always have),
Cyndi pays the Foundation back and
uses the rest of the money to treat the
kids to a pizza or a popcorn party
(depending on the amdunt of profit).
Applications for the mini-grants far
exceed the Foundation's ability to
fund them. In the next year, according
to the organization's new chairman,
Ruth Pickens, the Foundation will
focus its fundraising efforts on the
mini-grant program. Individuals and
businesses will be given the or-ortunity to contribute to a spc,:ific
mini-grant or to be a mini-grant
sponsor.
Foundation trustees for 1991-92
are Walt Apperson, Clegg Austin,
Jeanne Clark, Richard Crouch, Melissa Easley, Chuck Foster, Bob
Hughes, Clara Humphrey, Georgiarma Moffitt, Sue Overbcy, Ruth
Pickens, Dew Drop Rowlett, Fred
Schultz, James Weatherly, and Bill
Whittaker.
Individuals wishing more information about the Foundation's Teacher
Mini-Grant Program are invited to
call Melissa Easley at 753-8096.

Area residents are invited to
participate in a tour of MurrayCalloway County Hospital's
Mental HealthCare Unit during
an open house on Sunday, Jan.
26, from 1-4 p.m.
The professional staff at the
unit will conduct the tours,
answer questions and provide
literature about therapy and
programs at the unit.
In addition, visitors can win
several door prizes, such as selfhelp books and gift certificates
to the hospital's "Cafe Catering"
and the Pic-A-Dilly Gift Shop.
The 12-bed Mental HealthCare Unit opened in the fall of
1988 to provide a friendly,
peaceful atmosphere for shortstay patients who are 18 years
and older. The unit's individualized programs are carried out by
staff who specialize in helping
people who are having difficulties coping with life, relationships, and their thoughts and
feelings. Patient information and
admittance to the Mental
HealthCare Unit is held in strict
confidentiality.
For more information, call the
Mental HealthCare Unit at
762-1360.

Previous line staff expenence in
nursing home facilities has given
Greg Lowhom a unique perspective
in his new position as administrator of
West View Nursing Home in Murray.
Lowhom, a 27-year-old native of
Glasgow, KY,has assumed the duties
of administrator at West View Nursing Home after serving more than two
years as administrator of Medco Center of Brandenburg, KY. Medco Center is a 64-bed longjerm care facility
with a staff of O.
Last fall, MCCH expanded its
services to the elderly by buying West
View, a 174-bed long term care
complex with over 200 employees
located at 1401 South 16th Street.
Lowhom can relate well to the
day-to-day tasks of employees, because he has worked as an assistant
cook, dishwasher, nursing orderly
and administrative intern at nursing
homes in Glasgow and Bowling
Green.
He holds a Bachelor of General
Studies in Health Administration
from Western Kentucky University.
Prior to his most recent position in
Brandenburg,Lowhom served briefly
as assistant administrator at Medco
Center of Owensboro, KY.
"By the time I was a sophomore at
W.K.U., I had worked four years in a
nursing home in dietary jobs," Lowhom explains. "I talked with many
supervisors in the facility and got
increasingly interested in the nursing

GREG LOWHORN
home industry."
During his last year of college,
Lowhom says his work as an orderly
at Medco Center of Bowling Green
increased his zeal even more.
"I was able to have day-to-day
experiences that pointed out things to
me that I could do to make an already
good industry better," he says. "I
wanted to have an opportunity to do
more for an industry where the people
really care."
That caring attitude prevails at
West View, Lowhom says. "When

people come here as residents or
visitors, I want them to see that West
View really does embody 'home' in
the words 'nursing home,'" he comments. "We want to continue to
provide opportunities for residents to
personalize their rooms, socialize, go
on field trips and enjoy religious
activities."
West View recently received a
superior rating from the State Cabinet
For Human Resources. Superior is the
highest rating given long term care
facilities which meet or surpass strict
state standards.
Recent cosmetic changes at West
View include new pavement on the
parking area, a new logo for the
facility displayed on the sign out front
and a newly painted front entrance.
"We've also been able to improve
the salary and benefits of West View
employees, and we anticipate being
able to continue that trend sometime
in the future," Lowhom adds. "Our
relationship with MCCH means we
can draw from their expertise in areas
like medical support, physical therapy, pharmacy, dietary and social
services to help our operation be more
effective and efficient."
Lowhom and his wife, Juanita,
reside in Murray. "We appreciate the
reception we've had in Murray," he
says. "Murray's small town atmosphere and large town amenities are
very attractive to us. We're excited to
be here."
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MURRAY TODAY
Luciano listed on Dean's List at Purdue
Peter J. Luciano has been named
to the Dean's List at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.
A freshman engineering student,
he attained an average of 5.76 out

.A.V. R I0
"
br4

of a possible 6.0.
He is a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High School.
Luciano is the son of Nancy and
Tom Ewing of Murray and of Peter
R. Luciano of Newton. N.H.

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
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The Second Annual Shaped-Note Singing Convention will be Saturday,
Jan. 25, at Fohs Hall Civic Center, Marion. The first session will begin at
9:30 a.m., followed by a potluck meal. Singing will resume at 1 p.m. and
continue until 3 p.m. Southern Harmony and Sacred Harp books will be
available to share and to purchase. The public is invited to come to sing
and enjoy the fellowship, according to Nancy Paris, spokesperson for the
convention. If you need directions call 1-965-5178, daytime, or
1-545-3920, evenings. This event will be sponsored by the Crittenden
County Community Arts Foundation.
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Mental HealthCare open house

.30

Kevin Costner In
"JFK" (12)

Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Mental HealthCare Unit will have an
open house on Sunday, Jan. 26, from 1 to 4 p.m. The professional staff at
the unit will be available to answer questions about therapy and programs at
the unit. Open house visitors also can win a number of door prizes, such as
self-help books and gift certificates to the hospital's 'Cafe Catering' and the
Pic-a-dilly Gift Shoop°. The 12-bed Mental HealthCare Unit opened in the
fall of 1988 to provide a friendly, peaceful atmosphere for short-stay patients
who are 18 years and older. For more information, call the Mental Health Care Unit at 762-1360.
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Team Penning scheduled

With Purchase o!
Guaranteed
Weight
Loss ?tura.-

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. ONLY
Adult 3.00 Child 230

Team Penning will be held at West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center, Murray State University, on Saturday, Jan. 25, at 6:30 p.m. For
more information call the College of Agriculture at MSU, 762-3327, or Jay
Cloud, 753-2528.

753-9932
301 N. 12th, Murray

• Rent your movies • at the movies

Mrs. Ellis Newman

(University Square)

1008 Chestnut ZS 753.331/

Dance held each Saturday

Couple married Dec. 19

Open them to 10:pm
••••••••••••••
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Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Ms. Sarah Hill of Murray and Ellis Newman of Clarksville, Tenn., were
married Thursday, Dec. 19. at 6 p.m.
The vows were said in the sanctuary of Goshen United Methodist
Church.
Officiating at the double ring ceremony as the Rev. Susan AlsopAtkinson.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James P. Davis of
Farmingtori

Official,,

753-4175
G4ndaie at Whttnell
Hours- Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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Alphas will hear Dr. Miller

759-9999
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select the perfect weddnig or shower
gitt when the bride has picked it out hercelf! Give a
gift you know they'll love
( MITES CURRENTLY REGISIERED
to

Conda Stubblefield - Ronnie Wilson
Hope Carlin - Bill Fandrich
Lee Ann Rayburn - Randy Taylor
Best Wishes from...
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The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday,
Jan. 25, at 10 a.m, at the club house. Dr. Viola Miller, dean of the Center for
Continuing Education, Murray State University, will speak about 'Adults
Returning to College.' Frances Brown will give the devotional thought. Hostesses will be Donna Herndon, Sally Livesay, Madolyn Crysler, Elsie Parker
and Patricia Barton.

lealth and hitless Club

.11 /

onagrr (.retti Cargi“

Superbowl Party Sunday
The official visit of ‘icky Waggoner, left, first vice president/
president-elect, and Grace Shannon, center, president, Kentucky
State Council of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority, both of
Hopkinsville, was made at a meeting of Alpha Mu #4760 of ESA held
at the home of Helen Steffen. They were joined by Kathie Fleming,
right, second vice president of the Kentucky Council and member of
the local chapter.

CALENDAR

7;1-1;11

Thursday, Jan. 23
Catholic Church events
Leo
St.
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
Bible Study/1 p.m.; RCIA/7 p.m.

Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Clubf/ p.m./club house.

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phin p.m./home of Nancy
Lovett.
Humane Society of Calloway
County/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.

MOST Gott
Special Pod Price - Dealers W•lcome
6 lb Rebond ' 38" 7116'1/2% 5 lb. W16.. $1.39 sq ye.
........ ..... .......... $3 95 sq yd.
Kitchen Print-Action
$4.50 sq yd.
Kitchen Print-Kangaback
36.99 sq yd.
Aoprox 80 oz 400 It. Sark Tan-Bilge
5 Rolls Aoorox 150 It. Ear)'. 26 Oz. Crirrenercial$3.50 sq. yd.
$6.9547.95 sq yd.
All Beraer Carpet In Stock
SculpLred
Trace
Heavy
Wide
13'6'
Carpet
Yarn
Gents*
$6.99
Assor'ed Colors Regular Pnce $14 99 Sate Prce
dad Hurryl Only 10 Rolls Let 125 ft Rolls - Cioseo,,
All Types Kangabock
$3.95-$6.95 sq yC
Sculptured • Trackless • Plush la Stock
c.dois ol t flfl Corrissucui
4PAL•Uft./ LI ot
Shist To
sci yd
Gloom Frus
Stioclors
7

Trtiusanck or yards of carpet
and hundreds of Short Rols
to Choose From)

CARPET & VINYL STORE
Come see the Georgia Boy
Look For The Old Steam Engines
s.21 S • !,,,,r* ty

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers/play basketball at
Graves County.
(Cont'd on page 7)

Skale
G

753-0074

• •
GET ORGANIZED

30%

CIFF

An Additional
5% Off
with this ad

Calendars, Daily Organizers and Address nooks
By Dosligo Homo. hoe.

THE

SE
TREASURE HOU
OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center

Knights of Columbus will have a Superbowl Party on Sunday, Jan. 26, at
3 p.m. at the IOC Hall on Squire Hale Road. Beans, rolls and beverages will
be served. The cost will be $5 per person. It is optional, but persons may
bring snacks.

Pageant scheduled Jan. 26
A Mr. and Miss Winter Beauty Pageant will be Sunday, Jan. 26, at the
Jaycee Building at Paris, Tenn. The event will start at 1:30 p.m. The cost
will be $10 if you enter just the beauty division, but the Beauty division is
free if you enter the optionals. For information call 1-901-742-3395.

Creative Arts Group will meet

Thursday, Jan. 23
Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church.

Dance with country music/
Ronny's Place/7-10 p.m.

liwv. 121 Hy-Pass

IEra

The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, Jan. 27, at 7
p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. Emily Wolfson
will be the leader for the discussion of the book, Principles of Government
by Montesquieu. All persons who have read the book are invited to take part
in the discussion.

The Country Kicking Two-Stepers will sponsor lessons to learn Texas
Two-Step and western dancing, including 12 different dances, at the Kenlake Music Barn at Aurora. These will be on Saturdays. Jan. 25 and Feb. 8
and 22, from 12 noon to 4 p.m. The cost will be $20 per couple or $12 per
single. For more information call the barn at 474-2125.

Premiere

University Square

Adult Great Books Group to meet

Dance lessons will be offered

Extra Pounds
Got You Down?
Call us and set up an
appointment With "our
fitness professionals

A dance, open to the public, is held each Saturday from 7 to 10:30 p.m. at
the Woodmen of the World Camp Lodge on U.S. Highway 641 North. No
drugs or alcohol are allowed. Interested persons are invited to attend.

753-8798

The Creative Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday, Jan. 27, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. Frances Hulse will present a
lesson on "Sweat Shirt Decoration.' Hostesses will be Mug Rigsby, Geri
Andersen and Hazel Hill.

WMU meeting on Monday
The WMU of the Blood River Baptist Association will have its quarterly
meeting on Monday. Jan. 27, at 10 a.m. at Gilbertsville Baptist Church, Gilbertsville. Joy Park of Bethlehem Baptist Church will be the speaker on the
program theme,'Home Missions Idaho.' Special music will be by the Senior
Adult Choir of Calvert City First Baptist Church. A potluck meal will follow
the meeting. The public is invited to attend.

Choral Union rehearsing
If you have experience singing in a choir, there is a place for you in the
Murray State University Choral Union. The choir rehearses every Monday
from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room 241 (Choir Room) of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University. No audition is required, but previous singing experience is desired. This semester the choir is working one one of the
great 20th century works by Carl Orff entitled 'Carmina Burana.' The Choral
Union will be combining with the University Chorale, the Concert Choir and
the Murray State University Orchestra for a performance of this work on
Saturday, April 11, in Lovett Auditorium, MSU.

Blood Drive scheduled
Western Kentucky Regional Blood Center will sponsor a Blood Drive at
Murray State University on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. 28, 29
and 30. This will be at the Curris Center from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. each day,
according to Dale H. Gilles, Donor Services Representative, the drive will be
sponsored locally by Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority at MSU. All donors will
receive a free t-shirt and free refreshments. The organization that recruits
the most donors will receive $100, according to Gilles.

Fisher-Price reunion planned
The Fifth Annual Fisher•Price Snowbird Reunion will be held Saturday.
Feb. 15, at 12 noon at the Alice Hall Community Center, Zephyr Park,
Zephryhills, Fla. At its meeting last year, the group voted to have a picnic
style lunch instead of a banquet type luncheon. Each one is to bring a salad
or dessert. The committee will provide meat, bread and beverages with the
cost being $5 per person No alcohol is permitted on city property. Reservations with a check made payable to Ken Klotz, along with a reservation
form, should be mailed to Ken Klotz, 37726 Alissa Dr., Zephyrhills, FL
33541. These should be received by Saturday, Feb. 1. Hotel rooms are
availible at Masters Inn there with the toll-free number being
1-800-633-3434, and mention with Fisher-Price group for special rate. Any
one who riot worked at Fisher-Price is invited to attend. For information call
Klotz at 1-813-788-3774.
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Babies, dismissals, expirations are listed by hospital

Celebrate!, first birthdmi

Dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Tuesday, Jan. 21, have been
released as follows:
Dismissals
Frank Sullivan, Rt. 1, Box 400,
Russwood Dr., Springville, Tenn.; Mrs
Lona Phelps, B3 Murray Manor,
Murray;

.

441°A44*

Mrs. Judy Smith, 233 Riveria Cis.,
Murray, Mrs. Camala Sue Latham and
baby girl, 1578 Everlasting Springs,
Cadiz;
Harley Roberson, Rt. 4, Box 9, Murray; Mrs. Mimi Etheridge and baby girl,

Mrs. Jeanette Lewis, Rt. 6, Box 127,
Murray; Mrs. Susan Shepherd, 1424
Riley Hollow Rd., Cadiz;
Mrs. Patricia Dann*, 701 Goodman,
Murray; Ms. Amy Hill and baby boy.
Rt. 2, Box 84, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Margie Huff and baby boy,
1705B Ridgewood, Murray; Mrs. Jimmie Collie. 1219 Dogwood, Murray,

Thursday, Jan. 23
"Babette's Feast," a Danish film/
7:30 p.m./Curris Center Theater,
Murray Steate University. Admission free.

air

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.
Teleconference on Technology/1
p.m./Barkley Room, Curris Center,
Murray State University.
Info/762-3662.

4Sa
James Brodie Merrell celebrated his first birthday on Sunday, Jan.
12, with a party given by his parents, Jimmy and Tammy Merrell. He
had a Sesame Street birthday cake. Guests at his party were his
grandmothers, Mrs. Sue Brandon and Mrs. Janet Merrell; his sister,
Patricia; his great-grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Overbey,
Mr. and Mrs. Vesta Shelton, and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morris; and his
great-great-grandmother, Mrs. Cordie Murphy. His grandfather is
the late Larry Overbey.

Lodge presents fla

(Cont'd on page 8)

1/2 PRICE SALE

Friday, Jan. 24
Art Reception/5 to 7
p.m./followed by lecture and tour/
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Admission free.
Roger Withrow Invitational Rifle
Tournament/2 p.m./Room 230,
Stewart Stadium, Murray State
University. Info/762-4453.
Murray High School J.V. and
Varsity Boys play basketball games
at Ballard Memorial/6 p.m.
Calloway County High School
Boys Basketball teams play at
Paducah Tilghman.

Coats
One Group

40% Off
1/2 Less An Additional 20%

247-1300 - Hall Hotel
The Handprints On The Wall"
With
Shop
'The

HOLLAND DRUGS

is a participant Of the
KY. TEACHERS RETIREMENT
SYSTEM NETWORK RETAIL
PRESCRIPTION DRUG PROGRAM
Also
PCS - Medimet BC BS Paid Restat
and other programs
753-1462
109 S. 4th St.
Ph.
R.
Dunn.
Bob

Panel Discussion on Art/7
p.m./MSU-Eagle Gallery, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State.
Admission free.
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Murray City Council/7:30
p.m./City Hall.
Murray Board of Education
meeting/7.30 p.m./Middle School
Library.

41

Mrs Ovi• Lawrence, Rt 1, Hazel

' KIDDIN'
JUS
(Formerly Little Folks of Mayfield)

NDAR
CALE
(Cont'd from page 6)
0141

P.O. Box 56,Eix(i:o
rltrsestrim

Friday, Jan. 24
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.

414

AA/8 p.m./Amcrican Legion Hall/
Murray. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.
Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.
Parkinson's Support Group/4
p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Murray High School Class of
1977/meeting to plan 15-year
reunion/6:30 p.m./Pagliai's.
Senior Adults of First United
Methodist Church/10 a.m. at
church to go on trip.
Murray-Kentucky Lake Chapter
853, National Association of
Retired Federal Employecs/11:30
a.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Murray Lodge 728 of Woodmen of the World recently presented
Christian and American flap to Calvary Temple Church, located on
U.S. Highway 641 South. Pictured, from left, are Jeannie Mae Key,
Jessie Workman and Lottie Brandon of Lodge 728 with the Rev. E.F.
Clere, pastor at Calvary.

"Babette's Feast"/Danish
film/7:30 p.m./Curris Center Theacommencement a ddress and ter, Murray State University.
received an honorary doctor of sciAdmicsion free.
ence degree.
Tammy York

MURRAY TAILOR SHOP
Alterations of All Kinds

"Quality Work and
Reasonable Prices"
Pants Hemmed or Waist
$4 Each

Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

418 Main St. (Under

Frame Village)

753-9981

1Witw,
'Wed o1

toss

ly
ta
I
s-a
Clinic can
0
-4SPEcI
AL

,

$3500
One of the Nations
Fastest Growing
Weight Loss Clinks

Per 11 eel:

Includes Su pplem en ts
FREE Consultation

Medically Supervised

Fl%pires

Ion. .4 I.

1 992

CALL 753-1044
41
1
f/

ILYW

ID

Weight•Loss•ClinIc

Mirrray Ledger & Times

United Way/10 a.m./Board Room
of Weaks Community Center.

Wickham gets master's degree
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — A
Murray student is one of 66 students at the University of Indianapolis to receive master's degrees in
physical therapy and occupational
therapy on Dec. 14.
Julie Ann Wickham of Murray
received her Master of Science in
Physical Therapy.
The degree was granted during
the mid-year commencement
exercises.
Dr. Katherine F. Shepard, associate professor and assistant dean of
graduate students at the College of
Allied Health Professions of
Temple University, delivered the

When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

Martha Dowdy
LOST
lbs. & 19 in.
in 19 wks.

204 S. 5th St., Murray
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.- 6 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.- 1 p.m.
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Amvets Auxiliary plans Mexican Fiesta, Fundraiser
The Amvets Auxiliary Post 45
held its monthly meeting on Sunday. Jan. 5. at the post home at
Paris Landing, Term.
It was announced that the Children's holiday party was held Dec.
15 with Jenne Willoughby as hostess. Over 80 underprivileged
children and children of the members were present for the event.
-Each one received a surprise bag of
gifts when leaving after the
refreshments were served.
Dorothy Edwards received a letter from Joni, the Ameriasian child
that the auxiliary has sponsored for
four years.

Nora Sway and other members
had a holiday party luncheon at
Wright's Rest Home. Each resident
received a hat plus homemade candy. Judy Boone donated a 19 inch
remote control television to the
home.
Maxine Starks and other members had a party at a rest home in
Murray.
Also Jo Miller and other members hosted a party at Henry County Nursing Home.
Brenda Leach received a thank
you letter for cards sent by the
members. This was from Platoon
Sgt. David B. Lemons.

Thc wagon of cheer was won by
Gene Quinton.
Jan Doall gave the induction service for new member, Ann Herane
Johnson. Angclenc Gardner gave
the induction service for new member, Kathy Giesler.
A quilt has been donated by
Lynnette Ward to be used-to raise
money for the John Tracery Clinic
for the Deaf.
The Mexican Fiesta and Fundraiser will be Saturday, Feb. 15,
from 6 to 8 p.m. The cost will be

S7 per person. Ladies and gentlemen are requested to come in Mexican or Spanish look as a dress
contest, along with a dance contest
will be conducted. Mexican food
dishes will be accepted but not
required.
The next regular meeting will be
Sunday. Feb. 2, at 2 p.m. at the
post home. Each one should bring
her usual vegetables and/or desserts
for the meeting, said Gloria Green,
public relations officer for the
auxilia

Celebrates second birthday

Pr

*turn *ens
Hwy 641N • 753-4141

Od4.--, 4 p m
Mon Fn

•Kids 10 & Under Eat FREE
Every Mon. thru Wed.
•Farm Raised Catfish
Special - 1/2 Order $4.99
*Th/Fri./Sat. Seafood
Buffet $8.99

Ross Insurance Agency
1:7

Kathy Giesler, left, was inducted as a member of Amvets Auxiliary
Post 45 by Angelene Gardner, right.

Secretaries give donations

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

National Quilting Day
is now being promoted

753-0489

6th & Main

Holly Emery celebrated her second birthday recently at her home in
Hazel. The party theme she chose was "Big Bird." Present were 22
people. She is the daughter of Jeff and Rita Emery and was born Dec.
23, 1989. She also has a sister, Heather. Her grandparents are Brooks
Gibson, Peggy Gibson, and Mr. and Mrs. E.A. Emery. She is the
great-granddaughter of Mrs. Virgil Emery.

Winner
A
Child
de
Nationwi
`lour
Irnagine
nPeotI..ocal and
PortraitIn A

Children

Hospital...
Use this opportunity to capture your childs charm in a
photograph at our very special contest price. And we will
automatically enter children in both the local and national
Children's Portrait Contest Win a 16x20 Portrait in our local
contest; a $200.00 U.S. Savings Bond and 26 RCA Stereo
T.V. in the Nationwide Portrait Contest

Professional Secretaries International (PSI), Murray Chapter, contributed canned goods to Murray-Calloway County Need Line Church
and Cooperative Ministry, Inc. Euple Ward, right, executive director
of Need Line, is pictured accepting the canned goods from Marion
Hale of the Murray Chapter. At the Secretaries' holiday luncheon,
donations were collected for the Main Street Youth Center.

For Only

(Cont'd from Page 7)

One newborn admission, dismissals and two expirations at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
Wednesday, Jan. 22, have been
released as follows:

1,()Flable spac.e heaters k.an help you keep
warm and cozy on those very chilly days. Rut.
please make sure your heater provides these
safety features:

eAllison

Thptogfapky

$35°°

Thompson said for persons to
contact the quilt shop, quilt guild,
or fabric store in your area to find
out what events have been planned.
If no event has been planned, why
not think of a quilt making related
activity that you would like to
hold.
Those interested in joining the
campaign or wanting more information may send a SASE to: NQA,
P.O. Box 393, Ellicott City, Maryland 21041-0393.

DO YOU KNOW SPACE HEATER
SAFETY FEATURES?

Contest
Special
1-8x10
2-5x7
8-Wallets

nized on a specially designated
day."

The National Quilting Association, a non-profit organization
dedicated to promoting the art of
quiltmaking, has begun a national
petition campaign to have Congress
declare a National Quilting Day to
be held yearly on the third Saturday in March.
Special events are already being
planned for the first National Quilting Day on March 21, 1992.
Ruth Ann Thompson, NQA publicity chairman, said "the NQA
believes that since quiltmaking is
such an integral part of our American heritage, it should be recog-

• A tip-o‘;:r switch that shuts off the heater if its
knocked over.
• An overheat sensor that shuts off the unit if the
heater gets too hot.
• A low surface temperature to help protect you
and your family from burns.
• A screen or grill to help prevent children from
sticking fingers antl objects into the heater.
If you need more space heater information,
please contact us. Were happy to help you keep
your home warm and comfortable.

753-8809

Easy To Enter! Easy To Win!
Bring Your Child To
Our Studio For A Sitting!

Newborn admission
McEntire baby boy. parents. Kelly
and Gary, At 1, Box 80, Buchanan,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Joe Thornton, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Florence Standtast, 2125 Southwest
Dr., Murray;
Zladimir Korolevich, 2111 Gatesboro. Murray; Mrs. Ethel Collie, Rt. 2, Box
35, Murray;
Miss Ebony Teague, 510 South
Market Si, Paris, Tenn.; Tommy Carroll, 1396 Johnson Blvd., Murray;
William Rouse, 1706 Plainview,
Murray; Mrs. Barbara Kearney and
baby boy, 608 Park Ave., No. 5,
Hopkinsville,
Mrs. Wanda Peal and baby girl, 200
Allen Heights Rd., Benton; William
Butler, Rt. 8, Benton:
William Schell Jr., 201 South 13th
St , Murray; Mrs Teresa Daugherty
and baby boy, At 1, Box 73, Camden,
Tenn.,
Steven Bindert, Rt 4, Box 52, Murray; Miss Cindy Dawson and baby girl,
At. 2, Box 69, Springville, Tenn.
Expirations
Olvie Towery, Rt. 1, Dexter; Emmett
Gargus, Rt. 1, Box 157, Water Valley.

SNAPittf

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
753-5012

(Spo',sored by Camera Art Laboratories

$5-$15-$20
RACKS

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
gENTarrusurr FOR NUMMI RESO1PC.44

k

All Dresses
$40 & $50

All Fall & Winter
Merchandise
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Students make dean's list

Chosen for special band

rom Callo- Cary Story, Chad Stubblefield, Daryl students with grade point average
Thirty-nine stude
way County have earned recognition Sutton, Aimee Swift, Samuel Taylor, ranging from 3.30 to a perfect 4.00 are
on the Murray State University Dean's Christine Thompson, Sara Thomp- included on the Dean's List.
List with a perfect scholastic standing son, Karl Thomsen, James Tipton,
for the 1991 fall semester, according Debra Toth, Kristopher Turner, Kato records from the data processing thryn Walls, Alison Ward, Lori
office.
Webb, Laurie Wellinghurst, June
They are Sandra Anderson, West, Amy Westerfeld, Robert
Does Your Heart Good. 1
Cynthia Banas, Nicole Bazzell, Ri- Westphal, Janna Wilson, Michael
chard Beam, Dawn Bicknell, Mona Wilson and Brenda Winchester.
AmericanHeartAssociation
Blankenship, Trevor Coleman, RodA total of 1,319 undergraduate
ney Douglas, Glenda Duke, David
Elliott, Jeffrey Enoch,Deanna Farris,
Jennifer Geurin,Sheri Gupton,Krysta
Harrell, Stephanie Hays, Mark Henderson, Victoria Herndon, Sharyn
Hollingsworth, Angela Johnson, Jennifer Johnson, Elizabeth Landini, Edward Langendorfer, Patricia Martindale,John McDougal,James Outland,
Natascha Parrish, Tracy Purcell,
Linda Ray, Jonathan Rose, William
Sampson, Marty Scarbrough, Tracy
Scott, Susan Stilwell, Glynda Stubblefield, Carl Sykes, Bethany Thompson,Jeffrey Tidwell and Stefani Weis.
Also on the Dean's List from
Murray State University is well represented in the Kentucky Music Educators All-ColleFiate Band. Twelve
Calloway County are Melesa Adams,
student instrumentalists have been selected to perform with the band Feb. 6. In addition, five students
have been named alternatives. Band members and alternates are (first row, from left) Glenn Shaffer, William Adams, Clyde Adkins,
Heather Dalton, Andrea Rudd, Catherie Krizan, Curtis Bucy;(second row, seated from left) Dana Raym- Charity Anderson, Nicole Anderson,
Mark Arnett, Marla Arnett, Gregory
er, Sarah Bandy, Jonnie Coffey; (third row, seated from left) Lisa Rickman, James Powell, Daron LegepicNot
Sanders.
and
Bailey, Lance Balmer, Pamela
Lee
Cron
Melanie
,
SchitYerdecker
reit, Tim Barnett, Eugene Montgomery, Steve
Banker, Treasa Bamett, Todd BartDawson.
tured is Randy
lett, Eric Baugher, Scott Bazzell,
PROPERTIES, LTD.
Annetta Bearsby, Sheila Bell, Kimberly Berry, April Boswell, Deborah
Bowles, William Brown,Leisa Capo,
BOB HALEY
BOB PERRIN
PAUL DAILEY
Connie Chan, Maylene Chu, Christ489-2266
753-3509
753-8702
opher Clark, Randy Clark, Michelle
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-SOLD
Clayton, Leslie Coleman, Dorothy
Cook, Kristi Cowan, Crystal Cowart,
This law took effect for hospitals, describes:
(Editor's Note: This is the first in a
Cripps, Tammy Darnall,
* an individual's rights under state Cynthia
series of articles from Director of skilled nursing facilities, home health
Larry Dickerson,
Diamont,
Eugene
Nursing at Murray-Calloway County agencies and hospice organizations. law to make decisions about medical
Melissa Drake,
Donelson,
Barbara
Get to know your neighbor. He's a
Hospital Lynn Meurer. The articles The PSDA requires each of these care, including the right to accept or Elizabeth Friebel, George Friebel,
will deal with information impacting institutions which participate in refuse medical and surgical treatment. Erin Friend, Amy Fulton,Larry Gearhealthcare consumers. Thisfirst arti- Medicare or Medicaid to develop and
* an individual's rights under state heart, Eric Gibson, Rodney Graf,
cle deals with the Patient Self-Deter- maintain written policiespid proce- law to formulate advance medical Dawn Greer, Laura Greer, Rachel
in his profession
dures on providing information to directives such as a living will, health- Greer, Cheryl Gressler, Jason Cropmination Act.)
A law passed by Congress in 1990 adults before they are given care in care surrogate or durable power of pcl, Bethany Hall, Rejina Harrell,
which gives patients the opportunity these facilities.
attorney to guide the provision of care Heidi Heiss, Gregg Helrnich, EliUpon admission, MCCH is re- when the individual is incapacitated.
to accept or reject medical treatment
zabeth Henninger,Tracy Henry,Kimand to formulate advance medical quired to ask every patient whether
berly Higgins, Pamela Hill, Angela
* the policies and procedures that
directives is now in effect at Murray- they have an advance medical direcHoke, Lisa Hopkins, Angela Huff,
C. Tim Scruggs, FIC
honor
to
developed
Calloway County Hospital and the tive. All responses are documented on the institution has
John Hutson, Wilda
Huie,
Brescia
Field Representative
these rights.
rest of thc commonwealth of Ken- a patient's record.
Jetton, Deana Johnson, Vicki Jones,
If someone does not have an adtucky.
Murray, Ky.
No MCCH employee can witness a Paul Key, John Kind, Catherine KriThe Patient Self-Determination vanced medical directive, MCCH will
Tina
Lamb,
Felisha
Ladd,
Debra
medical
zan,
advance
7534377
Act (PSDA), which went into effect treat each individual as we always living will or other
directive for any patient. If you have Lane, Timothy Larson, Candace LaDec. 1, 1991, requires that MCCH have. We will take care of you
questions about the new law or about timer, James Lawson,Casandra Linn,
patients be informed of their rights as whether you have one or noi
advance medical directives, you're Julia Maddox, Ryan Malone, Lynette
that
the
to
information
The written
a patient when they are admitted
urged to contact your family advisor. Mann,Yvonna Manning,Marcy MarMCCH must provide upon admission
facility.
inc, Raymelle Mayfield,Dale McCalIon, Cary McClure, Leigh McCoart,
This specially trained Woodmen Field Representative
Kelly McDonald, Robyn Meador,
has earned national recognition for excellence, providAngelia Miller, Mark Miller, Karen
outstanding service for his Woodmen members.
ing
Montgomery, Kathy Musser, Jessica
NewAngela
H,
Chairman,
McGaughey,
Robert
Najdek,
Anita
worldthe
Myrand,
Eligible students have until March was established to honor
31 to submit an application for the renowned author and educator from Jesse Stuart Fellowship Committee, berry, George Nichols, Mary Oakley,
'71.19 FAMILY Fraternitr®
$4,500 Jesse Stuart Fellowship to be Grecnup County in Eastern Kentucky Department of Journalism and Ra- Craig Olsen, Rachel Olsen, Charles
dio-Television, Murray State Univer- Palmer, Vicki Parker, John Daniel
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
awarded by Murray State University who died in 1984.
sity,
Murray, KY., 42071, telephone Pitman, Ashley Poyncr, Laura Price,
manuscripts,
of
collection
Stuart's
for the 1992-93 school year.
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Janice Pritchett, Sandra Robbins, Ray
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey, chair- papers and memorabilia is housed in (502) 762-2387.
low,, Omaha
RoWade
Rogers,
Denecia
Pogue
Roberts,
the
of
man of the selectiorr committee, said the Jesse Stuart Room
gers, Sherri Rule, Tina Ryan, Edna
applicants must be first-year graduate Special Collections Library at Murray
Cheryl Satterwhite, Vesta
Stuart
Sammons,
Jesse
the
initiated
He
State.
of
one
in
1992
of
fall
the
students in
1969
Sims, Patricia Skinin
Amanda
Workshop
Scott,
three programs - communications, Creative Writing
Debra Stinnett,
sumStallons,
several
Crystal
for
ner,
director
its
was
and
education or humanities.
He added that the recipient of the mers on the campus.
Stuart was the recipient of an
fellowship, which also includes a
doctor of pedagogy degree
honorary
usuis
tuition,
waiver of out-of-state
ally named by the third week in April. from Murray State. It was awarded in
Completed applications, according 1968 as one of the first two honorary
degrees ever conferred by the univerto McGaughey, must include:
- A letter describing the applicant's sity.
Serving with McGaughey on the
background, interests, academic and
Introducing the new line of kitchen appliances
selection committee are
career
fellowship
experience,
work
other honors,
AnderDr. Janice Hooks, Dr. Thayle
goals and graduate study plans.
from RCA. Timeless design. RCA quality.
son, Dr. Keith Heim and Dr. Jerry
- Three letters of reference.
- Transcripts of all college work. Herndon.
()‘ en
Applications or requests for more
Awarded for the first time for the
.tri
Ele
30"
Dr.
:
fellowship
to
sent
be
the
may
year,
information
1975-76 school
,
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Law that gives patients right to plan
medical treatment in place at MCCH

National Leader

Fellowship to be awarded
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ATTENTION TOBACCO FARMER:
If you are considering growing
your transplants with a green
house or float system,

1

Lynn Grove Feed & Seed
has a

TOTAL SYSTEM
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12 Pc. Chicken
Regular or Hot N' Spicy

40 6 Rolls
4St Large Rice
Large Deli
Salad

Creole
Fried
Chicken

IN

approach to provide you with every
component needed to begin growing
your transplants.
.t. x
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"Let Us Cater Your 1992 Super Bowl Party!"
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200 CELL
PELLETIZED TOBACCO SEED
$1.50 per 1,000
Hwy 94 W • Murray
FAX 435-4416

435-4415

WATS 1-800-831-3239

Special Good
Thru Super
Bowl Sunday
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SPORTS
Bundled Bills prove bad
mix
ball
foot
d
goo
r,
the
wea
I
•

Buffalo's Jim Kelly hopes to lead the Bills to their first-oer Super
Boo' ‘ictory this Sunday and boost the cities' down on its luck
fortunes.

BUFFALO, N.Y.(AP) — Nature
stole something from Buffalo 15
years ago, when the notorious Blizzard of '77 struck on Jan. 28.
To the rest of America, Buffalo
became a city that even the skies
dumped on, the land of eternal flurries, a place to avoid.
In this maligned city of bad
weather and good football, it seems
logical that the Buffalo Bills
should win back the city's pride
with a victory Sunday in the Super
Bowl.
After last year's Super Bowl loss
to the New York Giants, a Bills
victory would somehow knock off
the ice-chip Buffalo has carried on
its shoulder since the 1977
snowstorm.
"People are seeing Buffalo as
something other than a snow shrouded city, and the Bills have
done that for us," said Kevin Keeley, president of the city's chamber
of commerce. "People seem to
make a judgment that if the Buffalo
Bills arc winners, then the Buffalo
community must be a winner,
too."

The mania over the Bills helps
soften two decades of loss the city
has sustained. The city's steel
industry fled, its auto factories
have dwindled. Its two Buffalobased savings banks collapsed.
Buffalo lost its basketball team and
its bid for a major league baseball
team. Its hockey team routinely
loses in the first round of the NHL
playoffs.
"I don't think it's just the snow
image the Bills have affected,"
said Norman Baker, a University of
Buffalo professor who teaches a
course on sports history. "It's the
image of Buffalo as a rust-belt city,
as down on its luck, as full of
problems."
Baker, a transplanted Englishman, gauges his own arrival in
Buffalo with that of O.J. Simpson.
The Bills drafted Simpson in 1969,
the same year Baker came to town.
Coming the night before the
Super Bowl, the ball likely will
turn into a Bills booster party,
Kimberly said, as has everything
else around Buffalo in the last
week:

Racers' fortunes rest on defensive play
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor

A,:cording to former Racer
Steve Newton, the four
()\ C Championship banners that
`,,ing in Racer Arena are a result
011d defense. Though Newton
first-year coach Scott Edgar
coaching styles as different
Barry Nlanilow and M.C.
Hammer's musical styles, they
shscribe to the "Defense
\A :7C Championships Theory."
Nturray State has won three of
its. last four games and has shaken off a 3-8 pre-conference
schedule. Though teams have still
sored 91 (Virginia Common‘keaithi and 86 (Southeast Misso,..;ri and Austin Peay) points, the
Racers have moved to the top of

Hill still missing; Edgar still waiting
Racer coach Scott Edgar has not made a decision about Darren
Hill's future with the team after the junior forward missed the last two
games. But, the time is corning soon.
"We'll definitely make a decision before the next game," Edgar said
at Wednesday's practice, referring to Saturday's game against Eastern
Kentucky.
Hill, averaging 8.9 points per game, has not contacted Edgar since
leaving the team after last Wednesday's game against Virginia Commonwealth. Hill was given time off to think over his situation after
expressing displeasure over his playing time.
"I'm giving him the benefit right now," the coach said of Hill's hiatus. I'd rather go too far with a kid than not far enough."
the OVC heap w,th its pressure
defense.
"We've had three big wins
lately and we've done it on the
defensive end," Edgar said after
Wednesday's practice. "If we

63 PRICES
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don't play good defense, I don't
know if we hold off Tennessee
State. Defense was the turning
point"
At Tennessee Tech, the Racers
turned up the defensive pressure

Harvell, made three 3s and Keith
Alabama coach Wimp Sanderson
had warned people that his No. 15 Watkins and James Dailey had one
team wasn't as good as it appeared. each as Ole Miss erased a 35-30
deficit and took a 51-39 lead with
It seems he was right.
Joe Harvell scored 32 points as 12:23 left in the game.
Alabama (14-4, 2-3) was playing
Mississippi handed the Crimson
Tide its third straight loss, 78-77, without its leading scorer, sophoWednesday night. Early last week, more guard James Robinson, who
Alabama had won eight in a row was held out of the game as punand had climbed to No. 9 in the ishment for walking out of practice
Sunday.
rankings.
"It hurt us not having a player
"I thought all along that we
James out there," said Robery
like
weren't a good basketball team,"
Sanderson said. "I had a bad feel- Horry, who led Alabama with 32
ing about this game. I thought it points.
Arkansas 73, Florida
was going to be difficult to win
and I thought everyone was (aking 62-Todd Day's slam with 49 secit lightly because of their record." onds remaining secured the ArkanMississippi (8-7, 1-3), the last sas Razorbacks' victory over FloriSoutheastern Conference team to da — and broke Arkansas' record
win a league game this season, for career scoring. Day didn't take
took control early in the second a shot until 4:46 had elapsed and
half with a 21-4 run sparked by a he managed to hit only five of 15.
Lee Mayberry and Oliver Miller
wave of 3-pointers.

Fast Tax Returns
by Steven G. Sacora, PSC.
Certified Public Accountant

...104111

20 years in practice
Specializing in:
• Business Tax 9cturns
• Payroff leports
• Problem Solving
Calf today for fee informaton and availability
of service

Steven

G. Sacorai

Sedalia, Ky. 42079
(502) 382-2773
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Cruel letter
spurs Smith
to speak out

Austin Peay
holds off MSU
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Toine Murphy hit all four of his
free throws in the final 33 seconds
and six Governors finished in double figures as Austin Peay held off
Mississippi State 103-99
Wednesday.
Mississippi State (10-6) had
pulled within 97-95 with 41 seconds left on Johnny Walker's
basket that capped a 15-7 run. But
Murphy, who was 7-of-7 from the
line, sank his free throws to seal
the victory.
Austin Peay (7-10), playing its
second game without leading
rebounder and -scorer LaMonte
Ware, used a 19-4 run capped by
Rick Yudt's basket for a 49-30
margin with 1:44 left. The Governors led 49-34 at intermission.

took up the slack, scoring 27
second-half points between them.
Arkansas (16-3, 5-1) entered the
game as the second-highest scoring
team in the Southeastern Conference, averaging more than 92
points per game, and Florida (9-6,
2-3) was last, averaging 67 a game.
Day needed nine points to break
the record of 2,066 points set by
Sidney Moncrief in 1976-1979. His
record-breaking slam accounted for
his ninth and 10th points. He
wound up with 12 and a career total of 2,070.
Georgia 72, Vanderbilt
70-Vanderbilt (8-6, 1-4) held a
39-35 halftime lead, but Georgia's
Litterial Green took advantage of
openings in the second half and
scored 20 points in Georgia's
victory.
Green hit a 3-pointer with 16:42
(Cont'd on page 11)

Eastern falls to Bearcats
CINCINNATI (AP) -- Herb
Jones scored 26 points to lead Cincinnati to an 81-41 victory over
Eastern Kentucky Wednesday
night.
Cincinnati (13-3) held Eastern
Kentucky (9-9) to just six field
goals in the first half and forced 17
turnovers as the Bearcats built a
43-19 halftime lead.
Jones was 6-9 from the field in
the first half, while Eastern Kentucky was just 6-17.
Cincinnati opened the game by
jumping to an 11-0 lead.

Cincinnati's trapping defense
forced 31 Eastern Kentucky turnovers, allowing the Bearcats to
score 38 points off the miscues.
Cincinnati shot 50 percent from
the field while holding the Colonels to 32 percent. The Bearcats
also outrebounded Eastern Kentucky 33129.
Cory Blount added 12 points and
eight rebounds for the Bearcats.
John Allen led the Colonels with
11 points. Mike Smith added 10
points and a game-high 11
rebounds.

MINNEAPOLIS — To be
completely fair about it, racism didn't so much rear its
ugly head at the Super Bowl
this week as simply flick its
slimy serpentine tail. Even so,
Bruce Smith is feeling that he
got bit.
And the cranks who sent
hate mail to the Bills' All-Pro
defensive end a few weeks
ago must be feeling awfully
smug right about now.
Because they are reaching a
much wider audience than any
of them ever could have
imagined.
When Smith first broached
the subject in December, it
hardly caused a stir. But when
he did so this week at the
media-saturated Super Bowl, it
served as a reminder that
nothing — absolutely nothing
in sports, or the rest of society for that matter — is ever
free of the tangle of prejudice.
"The only way to solve
anything like this is to speak
out about it. And anybody
who says we're overreacting,
or that it might make us look
bad," Smith said Wednesday,
"is being just as bad."
After undergoing arthroscopic
knee surgery in training camp
and missing 11 of the first 12
regular-season games, Smith
found that some of his fan
mail had taken on a decidedly
unpleasant tone. Most of those
missives expressed nothing
more demeaning than a suspicion that he was dogging it.
But a few, including one that
reached him at his Buffalo
home rather than his Rich
Stadium working address, went
well beyond that.
The letter that prompted
Smith to speak out — "Imagine the worst possible thing
you can say about AtricanAmericans in our society," he
said, "and magnify it 10
times" — might have been
the most vicious. But it was
hardly the only one of its
kind that he had received in
recent months. In fact, Smith
said, he simply quit counting
when the total hit 10.
"Does it happen in other
places? I don't know," he
said. "Am I bothered by letters saying, 'You stink?' Oh
no, I hear that every day. ...
(But when) you get mail saying you should go back to
Africa, you spread diseases,
that's different."
Just raising the issue of racism should have been enough.
"
But it wasn't that simple. It
almost never is.
In the same conversation
Tuesday during which he made
reference to the letters, Smith
also said that leaving Buffalo
%Is a possibility. "Too many
things have happened I just
can't forget. After the (Super
Bowl) game, there are some
options I am going to
explore."
"Put yourself in my shoes.
If a newspaperman who was
Jewish got a letter that said,
'Hitler should have finished
the job,' how would he react?
He would have to say
something.
"The only way to solve
something like this," he said,
"is to speak out about it."

BREAK TIME BILLIARDS, Inc.

Now Forming Handicap Leagues

PSC

Certified Public accountant

&OIL

(Cont'd on page 11)

By JIM LITKE
Associated Press

Rebs shock Tide in SEC play

("-

g•o.

and fought back from a 48-40
halftime deficit to pick up their
first road win of the season.
Junior guard Bo Walden came
off the bench to hold All-OVC
guard Van Usher to two points.
"The Tech game was pivotal,"
the Racer coach explained. "If
things go well (the rest of the
season) it could be the turning
point."
Last Saturday's second half
also saw the Racers shoot
18-for-24 for an amazing 75 percent. Edgar also credits that to
defense.
Along with great defense, comes great defensive players. Three
players: Walden, Scott Adams,
and Jamal Evans have come off

— Dress codes have been abandoned at businesses throughout
western New York as employees
come to work wearing the red and
blue of the Bills.
— Supermarkets that once
closed only on Christmas are shutting down Sunday so employees
can watch the game.
— A local bank is offering certificate of deposit accounts whose
interest rates are pegged to the
Bills' score in the Super Bowl —
the more points, the more interest.
"We're going to honor whatever
points they score," said Key Bank
spokeswoman Karen Merkel.
In one of pro football's smallest
markets, the Bills pack NFL record
crowds into Rich Stadium, which
doesn't even have a dome to keep
out the snow and cold.
"We accept it that people will
always think of Buffalo as a snowbound city," said Keeley of the
chamber of commerce. "We say,
'Oh, yeah, it snows. So what?'
Some of that attitude can be directly attributed to the success of the
Bills."

Sports Writer
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Racers'10)fortunAdams,
a 6-9 senior, has been

Actions& Reactions
MSU BASKETBALL TICKETS
y basketball
n
Tickets for Saturday night's Murray State-Easter Kentuck
se their tickets
to
purcha
aged
encour
is
public
the
and
fast
going
game are
ng and promotions director
as soon as possible, according to MSU marketi
Steve Rich.
open from 9 a.m.
The MSU ticket office, located at Stewart Stadium, is
Arena at 4:45 p.m.,
to 4 p.m. weekdays. Tickets will go on sale at Racer
children, $2. Information
Saturday. General admission tickets are $5 andBenton at the MSU ticket
Claire
calling
by
d
obtaine
be
may
on tickets
office: 762-4895.

BASEBALL
enner's
NEW YORK (AP)- One of two lawsuits hindering George Steinbr
The lawsuit
possible return to baseball has been settled, a lawyer said.enner gave to
claimed that a transcription company altered testimony Steinbr
the Yankee owner's
commissioner Fay Vincent during an investigation into
dealings with gambler Howie Spira.
suit with
Christy said that an agreement was signed to discontinue the
That
days.
few
next
in
the
filed
be
would
papers
court
that
and
prejudice
and
suit
the
said
has
Vincent
uted.
reinstit
be
can't
would mean the suit
an must be
another involving New York Yankees executive Leonard Kleinm enner.
e Steinbr
dropped before he will consider a request to reinstatad and the CincinCINCINNATI (AP)- Free-agent pitcher Scott Bankhe
00. The right-hander
nati Reds agreed to a one-year contract for $400,0 d to offer a 1992
decline
Seattle
when
20
Dec.
on
agent
free
became a
contract.
catcher Tom Pagnozzi
ST. LOUIS (AP)- The St. Louis Cardinals and agreed on a one-year
split the difference of their arbitration requests and
with 57 RBIs, had
contract for $967,500. Pagnozzi, who hit .264 last season
$865,000.
offered
ls
Cardina
the
and
million
$1.07
for
asked
left-handed reliever
NEW YORK (AP)- The New York Mets acquired er Mark Carreon and
outfield
reserve
for
Tigers
Detroit
Paul Gibson from the
was 5-7 with eight
pitchers Tony Castillo and Randy Marshall. Gibson, 32,
saves last season.

(Cont'd from page
the Racer bench to provide defensive aid. The most pleasant surprise has been Adams.

"He's definitely a weapon in
our press," Edgar said of Adams'
hustle at the point of the Racers'
trapping defense. "Plus, he's still
going to be a force around the
basket; blocking shots or altering
them."

Detroit Lions
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) - Dan Henning was named the
of the San
coach
head
as
fired
was
he
after
month
a
ator,
offensive coordin
seasons
losing
three
after
23
Dec.
fired
was
49,
,
Diego Chargers. Henning
assistant head
in San Diego. He replaces Dave Levy, who was promoted to
coach.

MELBOURNE, Australia (AP)
- Mary Joe Fernandez looked
back on her last match against
Gabriela Sabatini and didn't like
what she saw.
Fernandez had won only five
games against an aggressive Saba-

practice performance to the
games," Edgar said of Adams,
one of his co-captains. "I told
him to forget about the 5,000
people and the officials...Sometimes it just takes one
game."
Edgar hopes his tallest player
continues to come up big as the
Racers enter this weekend's
encounters with Eastern Kentucky and Morehead.

THURSDAY
7:30 p.m.
CALLOWAY: Lady Lakers at Graves County,

FRIDAY

CALLOWAY: takers at Paducah Tilghman, 7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
MURRAY HIGH: Tigers at Ballard Memorial,

Rebs shock...

tini in the semifinals ot the New
South Wales Open in Sydney two
weeks ago.
But she reversed that in the Australian Open today, stunning the
No. 3 seed 6-1, 6-4 and advancing
to a meeting in the Grand Slam

"See me for all your family Insurance need
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

Wednesday night of her mistake plagued loss to Sabatini.

"I said
drastically
seed said.
and come

I had to do something
different," the No. 7
"I tried to attack a lot
in a lot."

*.;
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Clemson 51 1hrgmrs 48
Furman 76, Georgia Southern 70
Georgia 72. Vanderbilt 70
Jarvis Madison 56. Wiliam & Mary 47
lAsseirappi 78. Alabama 77
N Gamine Si 99, North Carolna 68
Richmond 82 Oki Dominion 77
52 OT
S Carolina St 60, Coll al Charleston
VIA 105, Bluelleid Cod 71
Wake Forest 86, Maryland 76
Wnthrop 58, Campbell 57
MIDWEST
Bal Si, 76, Ohio U 60
Cmonnati 81, E Kontualty 41
E lAchigan 109. Chicago St 82
Evansville 87, NE Illnois 51
Ulnas 74, smco3riin 67
Iowa 78, Northwestern 71
Kansas St 84, S Utah 74
Kent 75, Cent MeeN an 63
Mani. Ohio 59. Wj4chioin 53

EAST
Brown 70, Alder 60
Bixiinel 77. Fortiham 53
Cent Conrteclad St 81, Hertiord BO
Colgate 74, Lafayette 73
Ccanecticut 97. Providence 86, OT
Dartmouth 62. New Hampshire 56
Georgetown 63. Pittsburgh 59
lona 65, Siena 62
Leigh 106, New 86
Ma -Baltirrore County Ica Butlalo 80
Magara 74, St Bonaventure 73
Penn 72, Arrwrican U 65
West Virginia 90, Marshal 76
SOUTH
Autum 85, Scuth Carolina 68
Austin Posy 103, Measeippi St. 97

Jane Rogers Insurance

Auburn 85, South Carolina
68-Auburn (9-6, 3-2) never trailed
in the game and built as much as a
26-point lead late in the game
before sending in the reserves.
South Carolina (10-5, 2-4) made
only 8-of-18 free throws.
The Tigers were up 40-28 at
halftime and opened the second
half with a 13-4 run that ended at
53-32 with 15:45 remaining.
South Carolina got within 14
points twice, outscoring Auburn
12-5 to cut the lead to 58-44 and
again to 60-46 on a Jamie Watson
dunk with 11:18 left.

tournament final against Monica
Seies. The top seed and defending
champion needed only an hour to
devastate No. 4 Arantxa Sanchez
Vicario 6-2, 6-2.
Fernandez and her new coach,
Harold Solomon, watched a tape

SCOREBOARD

COLLEGE SCORES

Upcoming Schedule

left in the game to put Georgia
ahead to stay. The Bulldogs (9-6,
2-3) took a 71-65 lead with 30 seconds to go when Reggie Tinch hit
two free throws.
Bruce Elder responded with a
layup with 24 seconds left, and
after a Georgia turnover, Aaron
Beth's 3-pointer with seven seconds to go cut the lead to 71-70.
Tinch, fouled immediately,
missed the second of two free
throws, but Georgia got the
rebound to seal the victory.

from Charlotte, N.C.
"1 love playing that (the
point)," Adams said with a big
smile. "Coming into the games
with a role has helped me get into
the flow."
Adams, a shy, quiet person on
and off the floor, has emerged
into a force with his knew role in
the Racer scheme. Although it
took a little prodding from his
coach.
"All 1 told him was to take his

PAGE 11

Seles, Fernandez advance to Aussie finals

FOOTBALL

(Cont'd from page 10)

used both as a starter early in the
season and most recently off the
bench. However, before the
Southeast Missouri game on Jan.
13, he was used more as a substitute than the impact player he has
become.
Playing the point of the press,
which requires Adams to chase
guards often nine inches shorter,
has rejuvinated the redshirt senior
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ARTS ENTERTAINMENT

•,

access
BCA discusses artsAlexan
der, council
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Lodge.

Times Staff WAIN

Thanks to the Business Council
for the Arts, a committee of the
Murray/Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce, progress is being
made to increase the opportunities
for minontes to have access to the
arts.
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, assistant
dean of the College of Fine Arts at
Murray State University, who cochairs the council's civil rights
advisory committee with Mark
Hunt, director of the National Boy
Scout Museum, said the committee
began meeting with representatives
of Murray's minority community in
December to begin addressing
issues related to the arts.
"The feeling of the committee is
that we would like to be involved
in nuturing cultural adversity and
pointing to people that could give
assistance. There is a good dialogue taking place with open and
frank discussion," Reichmuth said.

Murray's Playhouse in the Park
is currently taking reservations
from season pass holders for its
upcoming production, "The Lion in
Winter."
"This is a unique opportunity for
that
ed
report
also
Alexander
theaters to share in a fine
three
because of state budget constraints,
said director Bob Valentine.
play,"
the KAC has recently been asked
and crew include regulars
cast
The
to submit two budgets: one conand new members from area theataining a 10 percent reduction and
ters including the Playhouse, Mura second with a 15 percent cut.
ray
State University and Paducah's
Currently, nothing has been cut
House Theatre.
Market
from KCA funding, although the The annual Elementary Keyboard Workshop for piano students in
is an examination of
play
"The
organization is asking citizens to
have happened during
of study, sponsored by the Kentucky Music
might
what
levels
tary
ekmen
the
voice their concern about potential Teachers Association, will be held Saturday, Feb. 22, at Murray State
the reign of Henry II, King of Engte the students to
COLS to their state legislators.
land, if Henry, his three sons and
University. The purpose of the eent is to motiva t will perform
studen
his powerful-and-estranged wife
achieve greater skills and musicianship. Each
In other business:
, participate in a
setting
class
master
over
a
in
turn
ition
to
r had come together for
d
compos
decide
Eleano
zed
memori
council
one
*The
ensemble in the new keyboard
Christmas.
tapes containing promotions for the scale olympics and play a duet with an who are interested in entering
"The plotting, scheming and
Kentucky Educational Reform Act lab at Murray State. Any area teachers753-2532 before Feb. 1.
at
on
the
Hernd
so
r
g are as fun and as exciting
Joyce
chambe
fightin
t
contac
the
ts,
studen
to
)
(KERA
/
nal glimpses of affectheir
school
occasio
as
the
in
tapes could be used
m.
bonds."
progra
family
and
tion
ship
partner
s
busines
Don Maley, who plays Henry 11
* * * of England, makes his official
Benton & Paducah * * * Kelley-Wiggins — -Benton;•o.uco
Playhouse debut in "The Lion In
Winter." He was tast seen here in
tir the third annual West Kentucky
Playwrights' Festival, where he
appeared in Valentine's "Death and
N)TICE:
Resurrection of James Robert Figgers," produced by Paducah's
Market House Theatre.
Opposite Maley is Vicki Jones, a
Murray attorney, who appears as
Eleanor of Aquitaine. Jones has
(1)
appeared on the Playhouse stage in
a number of shows from "The Man
It's Outlandish But It's True...
Who Came to Dinner" to last
year's production of "Steel
*
or 12 Month
ppitantes. IV or VCR
for lour I umnurc
Magnolias."
t
Rounding out the cast are Joey
Mon
12
For

* * * Fleming —

on!•
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Twin, Full
Queen & King
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All

p.m. in room 423 of the MSUEagle ,Gallery in the Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
A native of Mason County,
McClanahan is a Stegner Fellowship winner and has published his
stories and essays in numerous
national Magazines. He has taught
at Stanford University and the University of Kentucky and lives in
Lexington.

Carnegie recital

(ACTION)
RECLINERS

112 PRICE
Mattresses
Or Box Springs
As Low As

Over ISO i. Stsock
As low As

Royalty as Prince John and Donalu
R. Fleming, Jennifer Goodell and
Geoffrey Ball as members of the
household.
The cast is completed by faces
familiar to Playhouse and MSU
audiences. Carl Howes, who plays
Richard, appeared as Jacob Marley
in this season's Playhouse production of "A Christmas Carol." Two
MSU students make their community theater debuts: Logan Abbitt,
who plays Prince Geoffrey, and
John Fritts, appearing as the young
King Phillip of France. Lisa Farris,
who performed as Elizabeth in last
summer's "1959 Pink Thunderbird," plays Alais Capet. Valerie
Ernstberger, John DeVries and
Kyle Mills appear as members of
the household.
Serving on Valentine's production staff are assistant director Carol Julian, stage manager Randy
Wilson and assistant stage manager
Celia Wall.
Jerry Abbitt serves as set designer (faxing drawings from his
home in California). Kyle Mills,
the Playhouse technical director
intern, supervises construction
crews and Janet Schell is customc
designer for the production.
"The Lion in Winter" opens Friday, Feb. 7 at 8 p.m. at the Playhouse in the Park. Performances
are set for Feb. 7 to 9 and 13 to 16.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday with Sunday
matinees at 2 p.m. To make reservations, phone the theater box
office at 502-759-1752.

McClanahan to give
reading at MSU Jan. 28
Kentucky novelist and essayist
Ed McClanahan will read from his
works on Tuesday, Jan. 28, at Murray State University.
McClanahan has received national recognition for his books "The
Natural Man" and "Famous People
I Have Known." Sponsored by the
Murray State Department of English and the English Student Organization, the reading will begin at 7

Sealy
Posturepedic

Recliners
LA BOY'

Si 88
G.E.
Zenith
Broyhill
Thomasville

(Berton Ortty)

che
$49 4c
Sold In Sets Only

BEDROOM SUITES

Over 75
In Stock

American Sleep
La-Z-Boy
Lane Action
And More
ALL REDUCED

As tow As

Dining Room
Suites
Stock

Thomasville
Closeouts

*40% to
50%

OFF

—

*

Over 40 in

G.E. Appliances
& Zenith TV's
& VCRs
(Benton Only)

ALL PEDUCED NOVI

vi

a
0
3

Til January 1993:

NOTHING until
JANUARY 1993

As Low As $1 88

2
4,1

MD•

Super bowl Sunday

Limited Time Only
• Substantial Factory
Incentives

leming — Benton & Podu •

tb,

Constance
president, said the entire organization is studying a process where
arts organizations can reach out to
the entire community. The Kentucky Arts Council (KAC) recently
made this a requirement of all
organizations who receive KAC
funding.

Sofas, Loveseats
& Chairs
Reduced up to

-re

3

Lamps, Pictures
Area Rugs & Accessories—
Reduced From

*30°/0 to *50°/0

Sleeper Sofas

Occasional Tables
With Storage
Square, Hex or Cocktail
Your CholCe

Over 40 In Stock
As Low As
Store Hours Monday through Saturday 9:00-5:00

•

7

uowea — sup 6! -Aalla

*

Box office opens
for Valentine play

Keyboard workshop

OWN. vh1110 .41100.111 frolfie
••••••• OM •IWO .• p.“Me•
MO." ymI ON, Mai 04111.0 11,••
••
ado•no 410.0
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Design
' Assistance
Available

Friday

u •wa
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;
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d
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From left: Lawrence Mallett (clarinet), Marie Taylor (piano), John
Dressler (French horn) and Randall Black (tenor) recently returned
from a Dec. 15 performance Carnegie Hall's Weill Recital. The four
artists are all faculty members in the Department of Music at Murray
r
State University. An ethusiastic audience welcomed the world premie
of
poems
War
Civil
three
of
setting
a
h,"
s
"Shilo
of Joseph Baber'
Herman Melville for tenor, horn and piano. Among audience members were Murray State alumni, hornists from the Metropolitan
Opera Orchestra and the Philadelphia Orchestra as well as accompanying students from the Julliard School. The group's appearance
was partially funded by a faculty research grant from Murray State
University and followed an appearance of MSU's wind ensemble in
the main hall in May 1990.

Night

Al WEEKLY
745 ARTS CALENDAR
'
ARTS

TM 8:00
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Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc

BENTON, KY. BENTON, KY. PADUCAH, KY.
305 N. Main Kelley-Wiggins 451 S. 16th
677.34Ri 1409 South Main
442-4455
527-3889
1-800-788-6224
1-800-599-6224
— Benton Paducah *
in.
Flem
*
KeHe
*
*
— Benton & Paducah
ierfalY

(0

* Kelle -Wi

FOR THE
PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE
Jan, 23
imagined, of AfriPanel discussion on art — "The influence, real and
, Doyle Fine
Gallery
Eagle
can Art on Western Art," free, 7 p.m., MSU
Arts Center.
Jan. 24
Art and Its Links
Art reception and gallery lecture/tour — "African collections, free,
e
Colleg
Berea
from
It,"
ed
Produc
With the Cultures That
Eagle Gallery in Doyle
reception: 5 to 7 p.ro., lecture and tour: 7 p.m.,
h Feb. 9.)
throug
14
Jan.
open
Fine Arts Center. (Exhibit is
2
Jan. 31 to Feb.
MSU student.s,
Musical — "Campus Lights," written and directed by
AuditorLovett
,
Sunday
p.m.
3
ay,
Saturd
and
idmission, 8 p.m., Friday
ium, MSU.

Support the arts locally!
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Feds bust alleged drug ring involving
mob, Colombian cartel in Kansas City

Obituaries
Olvie Marvin Towery

Jerly Lynn Miller
U.S. Navy, and a member of
Spring Bayou Baptist Church.
Born in McCracken County, he
was the son of the late Clyde Miller and Ethel Shannon Miller.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Patricia Miller; two daughters,
Shannon Miller, Paducah, and Coleen Hayes, Temple City, Calif.;
two sisters, Mrs. Peggy Woodbrey
and Mrs. Patsy Rice, Paducah;
three brothers, Larry Miller, Port
Charlotte, Fla., Edward Miller,
Paducah, and Bobbie Miller, Benton; two grandchildren.

The funeral for Jerry Lynn Miller will be Friday at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah. The Rev. Harold Council
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Maplelawn
Cemetery, Paducah.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr. Miller, 49, Paducah. died
Tuesday at 12:15 p.m. from injuries sustained in a truck accident in
McCracken County.
He was a truck driver for J-4
Construction Co., a veteran of the

Jesse B. Story
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 7 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Wednesday).
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Eron Howard Story; two sons, William B. Story, Jonesboro, Term.,
and Dr. Charles H. Story, Johnson
City, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Eula
Watkins, Clearwater, Fla.; five
grandchildren.

Final rites for Jesse B. Story
were today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of the Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Gene Burkeen
officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Glenn Crawford, Donald Crawford, Carrot
Martin Rogers, Clayton Pritchard,
Max Rogers and L.A. Rowland.
Burial was in Murray City

Consumer group to set up
hotline for scam victims
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ever
been cheated out of money through
a telephone offer? Soon there will
be a national hotline to report such
scams.
The National Consumers League
and Reference Point Foundation
said Wednesday they will establish
a toll-free phone number for consumer complaints about phony
phone solicitations.
It won't be operational until late
this year, but it's expected to be an
important addition to law enforcement efforts to stop high-tech con
artists who use telephones and
computers to bilk people.
Scams such as "900" number
gift promotions that get the caller
nothing but a charge for the phone
call are proliferating, said Linda
Golodner, president of the consumers league.
Consumers who call the line can
remain anonymous, become part of
an investigation or possibly be put
in touch with people taking legal
action to get money back.
The information provided by
callers will go into a clearinghouse
to help federal, state and local law
enforcement agencies and corporate anti-fraud divisions track down
the con artists.
Research will be conducted on
trends in phone fraud and new

Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report

Olvie Marvin Towery, 91, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Palestine community, died
Wednesday at 5:23 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He had operating a peddling
truck in Calloway County prior to
operating a community grocery
store in the Palestine community.
He also was a retired carpenter.
Mr. Towery was a member of
Ledbetter Baptist Church.
He was married Dec. 2, 1923, to
the former Beulah Holland who
died Oct. 22, 1990. Also preceding
him in death were one daughter,
Mrs. Ernestine Jones, on Oct. 24,
1976, one son, James H. Towery,
in infancy, and one grandson, Larry
D. Jones, on Oct. 16, 1991.
Born Nov. 27, 1900, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late

Price

Dow Jones Ind. A vg........... -10.95
DJIA Previous Close.....--3255.81
Air Products ...........—.....811/4 +1/2
A.T.C. Class A.......... 568 563/IA
-393/s -Vs
AT&T
[tank of Murray'.......200B 240A
-Vs
Bell South .....
Briggs & Stratton........... 451/s -3/4
13/s unc.
Chrysler.
Dean Foods .............—._ 301/1 vac.

Funeral rites for Mrs. Ovie J.
Lawrence are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel. The Rev. Sky McCracken is
officiating. Music is by the choir of
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church, where she was a member.
Pallbearers are Billy Joe Strader,
Orvis Strader, Paul Max Wilson,
Charles Wilson, Jackie Wilson and
Larry Wilson.
Burial will follow in Green Plain
Cemetery.
Mrs. Lawrence, 83, Rt. 1, Hazel,
died Tuesday at 3:03 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Dec. 20, 1908, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late L.L. (Fate) Wilson and
Audie Harmon Wilson.
Also preceding her in death were
one sister, Mrs. Shellie Strader, and
four brothers, Noah Wilson, Henry

Fisleral.State Markel Alvin Sankt Jammu 23, 1442
Katmai, Purchase Aran Hog Allartuel Iowa t ladalles 3
Ituyias Stations Receipts: Ad. 1111, tat. 134 larrears
Gilts .34 Maher Sow. steady le LW blew
535.55.35.1111
US 14 235.555 lb...
532.341-35.441
US 1.2 2111.235 Rm.
535.443.3534
lbs.
US 2.3 235.255
5.34.44-35.10
13 3-4 244-2111 lb..
Sows
US 1-2 275-3341 lb..
US 1.3 341111-41111 lb..
15 1.3 445.523 lba
LS 1.3 525 aael
US 2.3 1414.4041 Ma.
Sam SI 11.441-111. 541

-1/1
Fisher Price
Ford Motor.....__._._..._.. 313/1
General Electric ...............793/4 +1/4
3214 -Vs
General Motors
-1/1
Goodrich
+3/1
Goodyear
946/s .1
I.B.M
+3/4
Ingersoll Rand

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies

"Free help in filing claims
for my clients"
& Life Insurance
have a variety of coverage in all types of Health
price for each
and
coverage
the
•I have a variety of prices. *I can fit
al.
individu
41

IN

RRAY
„0„„sfavicE MUSINCE
1961

McCLARD'S SHELL STATION
& WRECKER SERVICE
753-9132

;

1132.1111-23.041
123.441-24.1141
533.1544.51
123.04-27.141
122.44-21.1141

Man pleads guilty
to killing woman
who rejected altar
DANBURY, Conn (AP) — A
72-year-old man accused of murdering his girlfriend because she
wouldn't marry him pleaded guilty
to a lesser charge.
William Constantini pleaded
guilty Wednesday to manslaughter
in the death of 53-year-old Geraldine Kingman, whom he had dated
for several years.
Constantini shot Kingman three
times on March I after an evening
of drinking. Prosecutors said she
had rejected his marriage proposal.
Constantini faced life in prison if
convicted of murder. The plea bargain calls for a 15-year term at sentencing March 4.

Harmon Wilson, Tosco and Chesley Wilson.
Survivors include her husband,
W.H. (Tump) Lawrence; one
daughter, Mrs. Quava Hancline and
husband, George, Bowling Green;
one son, Bobby Lawrence, Rt. 1,
Hazel; one brother, Cyrel Wilson,
Hazel; four grandchildren, Kenny
Lawrence and wife, Susie, Kay
Taylor and husband, Eddie, Rodney
Lawrence and wife, Kathy, and
Tone Lawrence; six greatgrandchildren, Terra Taylor, Will
Lawrence, Lee Gray Lawrence,
Mitzi Lawrence, Shanna Lawrence
and Mario Lawrence.

4

That's what you'd save on a $50,000 30-year mortgage
refinanced at 8.75% Am from 10.25% APR. Plus,Sally is an
expert at refinancing. Her job is to make the whole
us!
process easy for you. If we were you, we'd bank with

Door, Red, Auto.,
Air, 28xxx Miles

SUPIER
0

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
and SpaGatti Buffets

$r;

Lunch Only
11 a.m.-2 p.m. Daily
Noon-2 p.m. Sunday

Only
'Good thru 1/30/92

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
and SpaGatti Buffets
Dinner Only
5-8:30 Daily
*Good thru 1/30/92

Only

d
Go

$19,692.00

unc.
-1/3
56 -1/2
People First".......... 233/4B 243/4A
Quaker Oats....................... 71 +3/4
Schering-Plough...............613/4 +3/s

1"--rit•

1989 Geo Metro

Sally Hopkins Wants to SAVE You

L G & E
McDonalds

4110=

Nips Sundays & Holidays • 7511734
Sanstays & Hoidays • 7511630
5.
501 Alain St.
.•.0..Y.
.$1
ikiALIA
i*.AWkl
wiwkiii
IAXPial
•..AwiL
•

+1/4

Ky.

Among those arrested were a
Colombian, two Mexicans and four
relatives of reputed Kansas City
mob figures, including Anthony
"Tony Mike" Nigro. He is the
27-year-old grandson of reputed
mob boss William D. "Willie the
Rat" Cammisano.
The FBI said it built its case
with the help of a drug dealer who
served as a contact between the
mob and the cartel. He recorded
hours of audio and videotape of
conversations among the alleged
traffickers.

Mrs. Ovie J. Lawrence

HOG MARKET

Chg

Manrin Towery and Nancy Frizzell
Towery.
Survivors include a son-in-law,
Dale Jones, Rt. 1, Dexter; four
grandchildren, Lawanda Hudgins
and husband, Edward, Murray,
Gary D. Jones and wife, Susan, Rt.
8, Murray, Lesa Watson and husband, Dave, Rt. 2, Murray, and
Mike Jones, Rt. 1, Dexter; four
great-grandchildren.
Services will be Friday at 3 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward
Roberts will officiate.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).

The funeral for L.B. Falwell will death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Falwell, to whom
Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Robbie Williams Dec. 11, 1937;
on
married
was
he
Burial will follow in Murray
one son, Jerry Falwell and wife,
Memorial Gardens.
one grandFriends may call at the funeral Karen, Rt. 2, Murray; and husMathis
Jill
Mrs.
,
daughter
today
home after 2 p.m.
band, Glen, Memphis, Tenn.; one
(Thursday).
Mr. Falwell, 75, Ri 2, Murray, grandson, Tim Falwell and wife,
died Wednesday morning at Si Lori, and one great-grandson,
Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. Hughie Falwell, RL 2, Murray; two
A retired farmer, he was a mem- stepgrandchildren, Kim Goetz and
ber of Sugar Creek Baptist Church. Kerrie Goetz, Murray; two sisters,
Born Aug. 26, 1916, in Calloway
Mrs. Lois Outland and Mrs. FrankCounty, he was the son of the late
two brothers,
Laymon Falwell and Annie Wells ie Nell Starks, and Otis Falwell
and
Falwell
Reed
John
Falwell. One sister, Mrs. Lucille
and wife, Clyzell, all of Murray.
Thornton, also preceded him in

Prices as of 9 AM
Company

KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — A
drug dealer turned informant
helped authorities bust a cocaine
ring linking a Colombian drug cartel with the Mafia, federal agents
said.
FBI agents said Wednesday they
arrested 13 people and seized a
house, two cars, 4.4 pounds of
cocaine, guns and $225,000 in
raids Tuesday across Kansas City.
The government alleges the ring
made more than SI million by
imporiing cocaine from Colombia's
Cali cartel.

L.B. Falwell

swindles to alert consumers and
help law enforcement.
The most common telephone
scams include:
—Postcard guaranteed prize
offers that require calling a
900-number to find out more.
—Advance fee loan swindles
that offer personal loans despite
bad credit but require an upfront
fee.
—Precious metal investment
schemes offering massive profits in
just a few months.
—Toll call fraud in which flat
fees of about $10 are advertised for
long distance calls anywhere in the
world.
—Employment offers that promise thousands of jobs available for
something like rebuilding Kuwait.
—Direct debit scams that promise to take care of all personal
financial transactions if the consumer turns over his checking
account number.
Golodner said many consumers
may be cheated out of $100 or
more and be too embarrassed to
report it. Before the hot line
begins, consumers should report
fraud to state or city consumer protection agencies or the Better Business Bureau.
MasterCard International, MCI
Communications Corp. and Citibank Mastercard-Visa are backing
the project.
The Reference Point Foundation
is a non-profit New Jersey-based
group that gathers and distributes
information relating to the way
computer and communication technologies affect people.
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DELIVERY SPECIAL
Buy Any Large Pizza, Get
The 2nd Large For Only
*Original Crust
*Same Number of
Toppings or Less
'Special Good Thru
Thursday 1/30/92

$299

Catch The
Excitement
of Super Bowl '92
On Our
Big Screen T.V.!

00\1

°
VV‘C,NCI

62 .1/4
-1/4

lime-Warner

REPUBLIC
savings Bank

+Vs

'1.44.5r0 LyOnii • trad.ng auirst tor rho 5tOcla
4 Wad,
narkia make, 1,, 11,
"HOW(' Lyons a,

1201 Main Street, 759-1630
Kenny Rose
Sally Hopkins

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Infoimaoon
Available
Upon Repuett

HILIJAkD
LYONS

Chestnut Street
Murray

a,0/73/92
Rates 4idttect to 'hinge Stated rate
41,11,N
p Antri•
Affilinted Awl, fire stafrde Rerr Nit
•t e.inaton
Bagdad•Renton•Sow I ng l;reen•Elliatwthtown•F rank hort
ilk
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()lir Ben, hoirstment Is /mi.
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i ire • 14.4.ba
mwd.s. w ys
- Illr

4.

\
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753-6656

*Must present
coupons before
ordering
*Specials not goad
with any other special
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Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition..Friday 3 p/M.
Saturday 10 Ei.m
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
‘Vednesday Edition
y 3 p.m.
Tuesda
Edition
ay
Thursd
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

For Sale Or Trade
130
Want To Buy
140
Articles For Sale
150
Appliances
155
Horn. Furnishings
160 ..
Antiques
165 .
. Vacuum Cleaners
170 .
180..Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
200
Firewood
210
Musical
220
.T V. & Radio
260..
Pets & Supplies
380
V:ot •-•
Nils( f 1 1.
Public Sale
410
For Trade
540
Free Column
560
Wanted
570
940 . ...... •. Miscellaneous
...

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
vestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
.. Feed & Seed

010

010

Legat
Notice

Peoples First Corporation, Kentucky AVenue at Fourth Street, Paducah, Kentucky,
42002, through a wholly owned subsidiary,
intends to apply to the Federal Reserve
Board for permission to merge the wholly
owned subsidiary with and thereby acquire
100 percent of Bank of Murray, 101 South
Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky, 4207L
The Federal Reserve considers a number of
factors in deciding whether to approve the
Application,including the record of performance of banks we own in helping to meet
local credit needs.
You are invited to submit comments on
this Application, in writing, to the Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis, P.O. Box 442, St.
Louis, Missouri,63166. The comment period
will not end before February 17, 1992, and
may be somewhat longer. The Federal Reserve Board's Policy Statement regarding
notice of applications may be found at 12
C.F.R. 262.25. To obtain a copy of the
Federal Reserve Board's procedures, or if
you need more information about how to
submit your comments on the Application,
contact the Community Affairs Officer at
the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. The
Federal Reserve will consider your comments and any request for a hearing on the
Application if they are received by the
Federal Reserve Bank on or before the last
date of the comment period.

Rental -Mobile Homes For Reny
280
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rerf.t
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
360 .............For Rent or Lease

-.......••••••••••••••••••••00......am.
• .,

Motorcycles
470
Auto Services
480
485............Auto Parts
Used Cars
490

Home Loans
Real Estate
. Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
_Homes For Sale

25.00 30.00

35.00

40.00

45.00 50.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

56.00

64.00

72.00 80.00

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00

140.00

90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

.

5

18.00 38.00

54.00 72.00
-.

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

1

8

20.00 40.00 60.00_80.00 100.00_120.00_140.00 160.00_180.00_200.00

2"

3"

4"

1

6.00

10.00

16.00

20.00

2

8.00

16.00

3

day.
E1-50 extra for •hopper (Thee Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
$2 00 extra for blind box ads

Campers
Boats & Motors

ito1111‘'• Place
p.in.
7 p.m. In
(41 South - (s iinIt'
Irma Mtn
1 fitir.da% Ni2111
.1.m. 23.
AURORA Pizza Magic
Open all year at 5pm
CioseC Mon and Tues
8 1 1 9 ,
4 7 4
I 80G649 3804

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753.225
A WONDERFUL family expenerioe Australian European Scandinavian Japanese High Sdiool Exchange Students arriving in
August Become a host
tamilyiAmerican intercultural Student Exchange
Call 1 -800-SIBLING

ATTENTION Excellent income for home assembly
work INFO 504 646 1700
DEPT P2021
BE on TV Many needed
for commercials Now hiring all ages for casting into
Call (615) 779-7111. Est
T 535

DRAFTER CADD, 3D
Automotive drawing and
engine work Automotive
body product required, 3-5
years experience 3D a
must Software similar to
CATI, CALMA or Corn
putervision Long term assignment with 'Big Three
Metrotech.
Company
(502) 459-6221
DRIVER' Celadon drivers
enjoy excellent pay and
benefits, quarterly bonuses. modern Air Ride trac
tors and good traffic lanes
Call 1-800-729-9T70 Must
have a valid CDI

COMMERCIAL LinesCustomer Service Rep- DRIVERS Earn to $650
resentative needed in an weekly Will train, several
independent insurance openings, also part-time
agency Mail resume and 1-800-231-7457
salary requirements to
Tom C Jones Insurance DRIVERS, over the road,
Agency, P0 Box 532. vanillat, 35 states 1 year
KY experience verifiable Start
Hopkinsville,
24-28 cents/mile with 3
42241-0532
years Benefits Call
COVENANT Transport
1-800-444-6648
Hiring tractor trailer drivers,
1 year OTR experience, MUNSON Transportation
single 19-22 cents, East now hiring OTR T/T Drivcoast pay, incentive pay, ers, Experience only. sec
ure company, benefits top
benefits package age 23
earnings $30,000 + annuteams 27-31 cents
ally Call 800-423-7629.
1-800-441-4394

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Titre Age U.
Our most comprehen
sive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Horne Insur
since it TOR important
than ever For free Infor
minion
call:

WINTER
CLEARANCE SALE
Winter Sale Merchandise Already
1 /3-1/2 Off

TAKE AN EXTRA 20% OFF

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
IDoots OpOn

et

6 00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
west to Johnny Robertson Road
south to Sq Haas Road. right on So His Road
KY 94

Al t

OCE EDS 00 10 CHARITY
Mundy
/5"3 0466 P0 Bus 1033

FAMILY THERAPIST
SALARY $14,000

Help
Wanted

Notice
$23,700 PER Year plus
Benefits Postal car ners,
sorters, clerks For an application and exam inforcall
mation
1-219-736 9807, est
P3403 flam 8pm 7 days

mile

6"

25s per word $500 minimum 1st day.
5s per ward per day for each additional consecutive

Used Trucks

Help
Wanted

1)%%1 I
Coutitr

10"

8"

1"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

Vans

197)
500
510

9"

7"

5"

Days

TRANSPORTATION

Mobile Homes For Sale
. For Sale Or Lease

440
450
460

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run. 60% Discount 3rd Run.
I 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penud
111 50 per column inch extra for Tuesday

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Sales
270
365
420
430

,Effective Jan 2, 1991

SERVICF:S

REAL EKIATE

42071 Deceased, Irene
Carter, Route 01, Mur"bveleai deo
ray, KY 42071 Administratrix, Appt. 01-15DRY dean your carpets
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Process, 204 South 42071 Attorney.
CREDITORS
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Ann P. Wilson,
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Clerk
Court
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NOTIC
East
LEGAL
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trict Court. All claims field,
ney.
s has been filed NEW Concord Family Hair
account
against these estates
, in the Calloway Dis- Station is now open
Hendon
A.
Nelle
should be filed with the
Olive St., Murray, trict Court by John 8 00arn-8.00prn. Monday
00pm
fiduciary within six 705
Deceased, Jo Hammons and Sandra Friday, 8.00am-2
42071
KY
months of date of qualSaturday We are welcorn
gen,
Amerin
van
niCo-Admi
Anne
Arnold,
Allen Mama to the
ification.
St., strators,of the estate of rig Lisa has 9yrs experiBurk 321 North Seventh
shop. She
Maude
, KY 42071 Ex- Ernest Hammon., de- ence arid specializes in foil
Wrather, 706 Poplar Murray
Appt. 01-08- ceased. Exceptions to color and spiral perms Call
ecutrix,
St., Murray, KY 42071
this settlement must for your appointment at
92.
Deceased, Evon Kelley,
be filed in the Calloway 436-2714
Lawson
a
MurMauden
1506 Beckett Dr.,
District Court on or beMearay, KY 42071 Execu- Butterworth, 702
9:00 a.m. February WANDA Johnson, formerly
fore
KY
,
Murray
2,
Lane,
01-08-9
dow
trix, Appt.
1992, the date of Wanda Garland, is now
3rd,
Ted
d,
Stephen C. Sanders, 42071 Decease
employed at Shear Crea
.
Main at Seventh St., Lawson,1002 Glendale hearing
bons She invites all her
Wilson,
P.
Ann
42071
KY
,
Murray
Murray, KY 42071 At- Rd.,
cliental to cal for an apClerk
Court
Circuit
Executor, Appt. 01-10torney.
pointment, 753-3234
Thursday 10-5, Saturday
Bessie Cook Swain, 92, Joseph W. Bolin,
LEGAL NOTICE
9-5
Murray Manor Apt. 3- 101 East Poplar, MurA final settlement of
A, Murray, KY 42071 ray, KY 42071 Attorsell
s has been filed WOULD you like to
account
Deceased, Ronald Gail ney.
your prom dress, Taking
Disy
Callowa
the
in
Annie Mae Morgan
must be like
Swain, 1311 Kirkwood
e sequin gowns. cleaned
Dr , Murray, KY 42071 Williams,Route 13 Box trict Court by Berneic
new and
d, Ex- 753-1300
Executor, Appt. 01-08- 135, Murray,KY 42071 Byerly Crawfor
of
estate
the
of
ecutrix,
E.
Charles
d,
SanDecease
C.
Stephen
92,
de
Byerly,
K.
Earl
Burg
26620
ders, Main at Seventh Williams,
to
056
St., Murray, KY 42071 Rd., Apt. 129C, War- ceased. Exceptions
must
ent
settlem
this
Low
48089
n
Michiga
ren,
Attorney.
y
And Found
Linda Frances Potts, Executor, Appt. 01-14- be filed in the Callowa
on or be16th Gold rope
2031 Golfview, Dune- 92, Stephen C. San- District Court
y LOST Jan
Februar
am.
9:00
fore
Seventh
20' necklace with broken
din, FL 34698 De - ders, Main at
of
date
the
1992,
clasp, near Hungry Bear
ceaaed, Annabel B. St., Murray, KY 42071 3rd,
hearing.
restaurant Please call
Potts, 2031 Golfview, Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson, 753-8445 if found
Novella P. Lamb,
Dunedin, FL 34698 ExCircuit Court Clerk
ecutrix and C. Mark Routs #1, Murray, KY
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY IS
ACCEPTING BIDS FOR
THE FOLLOWING:

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

ea
1-10PI
Node,

Notice of Application

*

753-1916

HANDISE

ANNOUNCEN1EN Is
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
. Situation Wanted
Bus:ness Opportunity
. Instruction

ADJUSTMENTS

ads for any error The
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
insertion Any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

TO PLACE AN AD CALI,

VACANCY Ky Tech
School Director West Kentucky SVTS, Paducah,
Kentucky Salary Minimum
$31.222 Additional based
on education and experience Date opened January 15, 1992 Date closed
February 12, 1992. Job Description Provides overall
management and supervision of personnel, programs, and curriculum planning at West Kentucky
SVTS West Kentucky
SVTS is a postsecondary
institution serving western
Kentucky, southern Illinois,
and eastern Missouri
Supervision involves approximately 100 staff and
700-800 day and evening
students Minimum requirements Must hold a KDE
vocational school certificate in administration,
supervision, and coordination supplemented by four

Pennynle Allied Community Services, Inc. has an
opening for the position of Family Therapist in their Family
Preservation Program based in Mayfield, KY. PACS/FTP
serves twelve counties in Western Kentucky utdinng an in home cnsis intervention and education model of therapy.
Requirements: A bachelors degree in the social sciences
or related field, a valid Kentucky Drivers license and reliable
transportation. The successful applicant must he willing to
work a flexible schedule of 40 hours a week,including some
weekends and evenings.
PACS offers an excellent benefit package of hospitalization, dental, vision, life insurance and state retirement.
Send letter of application with resume to:
John Tedder, Executive Director
Pennyrile Allied Community services, Inc.
P.O. Box 582, 708 S. Llberty Street
Hopkinsville, KY 42241
(502) 886-6341
Remus asisf be 'mired by 4:30 p.a. ea Jamsary 31, 1.91
An Equal Opportunity Employer

years of experience working with vocational education programs Graduate
study shall substitute for
the experience on a yeartor-year basis OR. Must
hold a KDE Vocational
Principal's certificate, KDE
Secondary Principal's certificate, or a Kentucky Statement of Eligibility for Vocetonal School Principal supplemented by two years of
experience working with
vocational education programs Graduate study in
vocational education shall
substitute for up to one year
of the required experience
OR, Must hold a master's
degree with four years administratve experience in a
postsecondary institution
or a combination of postsecondary administrative experience and experience in
industrial training Graduate study above the master's degree shall substitute
for up to one year of the
required experience Contact. Dr Sandra Parks, Regional Executive Director,
Kentucky Tech Region
One, P.O. Box 7769, 1400
H.0 Mathis Dr., Paducah,
KY 42002-7769. Telephone (502) 444-8355. An
Equal Opportunity Employer, WF/H

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

4:00e

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few =ably preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
age
age
age
age
age

MALE
40 - $9.09
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.33
70 - 27.53
80 - 52.73

FEMALE
40 - $7.73
50 - 9.85
60 - 13.33
70 - 21.45
80 - 40.73

age
age
age
age
age

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray. KY
"Our 29th year of service"

LENTINE
YOURne in VA
SURPRISE
the paper on Valentine's Day!
& message, or a Loveli
With their picture

5.
•

a

C7X0
Happy
Valentine's
To My
Sweet
Grandmom
Love Ya
BTO

& love lines, along with a stamped,
Just bring in $7.00for a picture(one person only) names
Or $5.00for Lovelines(no more than
self-addressed envelopefor the return of the original photo.
20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Noon, Wed. Feb. 12th.
Deadline for receipt of Photo's & Lovelines is

Miierray Ledger & Times
Classified Advertising Dept.

753-1916

_

;
4' _ •..'„!
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CLASSIFIEDS
150

090

Articles
For Sala

Situation
Wanted

Help
Warded

Firewood

d90

460

3.10

210

!Sousse
For Reed

Used
Cars

Moons
For Sala

SMALL 2br house in Kirk- BY owner Charming older
EMBER Hearth wood stove A FIREWOOD for sale 2BR No pets 753 9866
2 or 3br home on corner lot
sey area 489-2377
insert 4 years old, like new, 437-4667
SMALL, 2br, natural gas
New central gas heat/
complete wrblower $195
OAK, no bark $20 picked - heat In Coldwater
electric air Large rooms,
360
753-1323 After 5pm,
$165/mo plus deposit No
up Murray 436-5560
hardwood Moors, lots of
For Rent
753-5763
pets 489-2372
and built-ins Large
closets
OIL....
GROWING and expanding WANTED Alterations to do
den can serve as 3rd bedFRIGIDARE electric range,
220
company is seeking proles
Murin
bath
condo
2
38R,
Experienced
in my home.
300
r000m $49,500 753-5461
10yrs old Works good,
shone! individual for outside alteration lady new to the
ray for sale or lease after 5pm
Business
white, $50 firm Sofa &
Musical
sales Person must be able area 753-1379
753-3293
chair, $50 Non electric
Real&
to meet people well and be
tuning and repair
PRICE REDUCED Owner
treadmill, good condition, PIANO
house
in
young
Apply
tivated
FRIENDLY
self-mo
759-9661
20x30' COMMERCIAL
370
relocating to another state,
firm
75.3-4128
$75
clean
or
babysit
person at Office Concepts, wife will
space on US 641 North
Uvasiock
very anxious to sell large
204 West Washington, house Price negotiable
GLASS for Sunrooms or
near Shoney's Call John
2.to
home located
& **km
custom-built
Parts TN No phone calls 436-2012 ask for Shannon Room Enclosures, 50% beDowns at M T G ,
on 21 acres 2'4 miles north
SadCompany
HUDSON
or leave message
please
low retail 50x56 Thermo753-4000
Miscellaneous
of town on Coles Campdles, Bridles .5 Horse sup- ground Road Home sits
pane, $49 95 Many other
property,
AL
GROWING and expanding WILL babysit, day-time ExCOMMERCI
make
stamps
and
COINS
759-1823,
753-4545,
plies
sizes available Clear,
back from road 2/10 milecompany is seeking addi- perienced. 759-4490.
Coldwater Rd For- 753-6763
bronze and Low-E Free wonderful presents, invest- 917
paved private drive Front
DeFlorist
tional service help Needs
Juanita's
merly
We
and
hobbies.
WILL clean houses
information ments
acreage has six figure deto have copy machine realso feature proof sets, posit and references re
842
489-2994
1-800-841-9
velopmental possibilities Of
pair experience Apply in
silver dollars, coin and quired Terms and lease
Pots
run horses or cattle Has
person at Office Concepts,
IBM Compatible 286 lap- stamp supplies, foreign negotiable 753-6069
& Supplies
three springs, creek, or204 West Washington,
top computer w/3 5" floppy, coins and paper money.
amines
FOR rent for storage on ADORABLE chocolate, re
chard Landscaping inParis No phone calls
20MB hard drive, 1MB See our fine selection today
your lot, semi-truck trailers
Opporturity
cludes fenced back yard,
please.
gistered Lab/Retriever pup
memory, back-lit screen
in Murray at Book Rack
753-4509
hugh deck, fenced garden,
pies Shots and wormed
762-2457
(Dixieland Shopping CenHOUSEPARENT, DIRECT Home Products $700. Phone
10x20 storage barn 12
753-0815
$200/ea
(Amway,
House
ive!
ter)
and
Treasure
Representat
room,
free
$223 60Aveek,
IBM Personal Computer
room home has 4800
Hot
etc)
at
also
Watkins,
Manor),
Avon,
(Southside
1900 sq. h.of storage
board and laundry 'A
AKC Pomeranian puppies square feet under root,
XT 5%. floppy disk, 512K,
space or work shop.
health insurance paid, re- exclusive product to add to 20mg memory, Panasonic Toonerville Trolly Antique
Shots and wormed, 7wks energy effiaent, two heat
marprofit
Large
formerly
Hazel,
(in
line.
Store,
tirement plan, work 23 days your
Electricity, gas heat,
old 328-8016
printer, new Monochrome
pumps, 3 ceiling fans
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
off 5 days Reliable person gin. 1-800-467-7055.
restrooms and loadmonitor, new keyboard.
AKC registered Doberman Greatroom with vaulted
Gifts
and
Cissy's
(Aurora)
ing
home
and
ramp.
(school
required
DOS 33, 19 other progWOLFF Tanning Beds
ceiling, 3 or 4 bedrooms, 3
puppies. 753-8636
Call Allison Photography
for mentally retarded.) New commercial home un- rams $575. 753-86s5 or and Antiques (Fulton) We
full baths, dining room, 2 tull
and
stamps
and
coins
buy
753-8809
Stewart Home School, its from $199 Lamps- 753-3646.
CHINESE Sher Pei
kitchens, 2 walk-in panCHRISTestates.
appraise
4200 US 127 South, Frank- Lotions-Accessories
creme, male $600 0E30 tries, in-door bar-b-que in
COINS,
OPHER'S
catalog
Free
JEWELRYfort, KY 502-227-4821
753-9868
as
Monthly payments low
sun room, den, two fire753-4161,
gold
$18. Call today free new Diamonds and 14K
CHINESE Shar-Pei puppy places Closets and stor13 IMMEDIATE OPENSource
the
from
direct
Buy
catalog
color
GATLINBURG Summit.
15wks, black, brushcoat, age galore. Attached overINGS. NEED a job? A
100% satisfaction guaran- Breathtaking mountain top
1-800-228-6292
male Champion Gold's size garage with workshop
GED? Hope for the future?
Distributeed USA Jewelry
balcony,
Fireplace,
views
mother. Superior Timbe X Other extras, satellite, TV
You may quality if. You do
to
university
close
CaN 502-244-4170
1BR,
tors
kitchen indoor pool Jacuz110
Champion S-K's Lance %- tower, security system. Prnot have your GED or high
utilities
Some
and
hospital.
KENMORE washer and zis Honeymoon and
school diploma; You are
paid. 753-4012 or mance. To select home iced below replacement
Instruction
dryer. Maple table and 4 Weekend Specials! Free
only. Show/breeding qual- value of house alone, See
between the ages of 16 8
brochure, 1-800-242-4853, 753-8756.
ity. $750 901-644-0398, to appreciate, 753-6869.
21 We are an E.O.E. This BE a Paralegal-Attorney in- chairs. Excellent condition.
(205) 988-5139
1BR furnished, near hospi- leave message
project is funded by the structed, home study. Es- 753-7238
37n
Western Kentucky Private tablished 1976. Free cata- LOG Homes Over 40 stan- TIME Share Units and tal 492-8662 after 5pm.
DAISY Grooming SaturIndustry Council- J.T.P A log, 1-800-669-2555. dard models Free bro- campground member- 1 OR 2br apts near downnt
day, by appointme
Motorcycles
Call J.T P.A Out Of School Southern Career Institute, chure Honest Abe Log ships. Distress sales, town Murray 753-4109
753-7819
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , Box 2158, Boca Raton, FL Homes, Route 1, Box Cheap' Worldwide selec3-wheeler.
200X
1985
deluxe duplex, HAVE an obedient, safe
8a.m.-11.30a m.
33427.
84CK, Moss, TN 38575 tions. Call Vacation Net- 2BR, 2 bath
Good condition. 759-4808
apheat,
gas
garage,
home
or
show
dog for
work, U S and Canada,
OFFICE products company PIANO lessons Beginners (800) 231-3695
1-800-736-8250 or pliances, Michelle Dr. Cole Classes or private lessons 1988 YAMAHA Blaster
accepting resumes for a or advanced
Call MILLIONAIRES MIL753-9898
RE,
Serving Murray for over 4-wheeler New rear tires,
305-566-2203 Free rental man
sales and service position. 435-4573
LIONAIRES, PANG. I nformation,
very good condition
12yrs 436-2858
Northwood.
in
duplex
2BR
Technical background a
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK 305-563-5586.
$1250 492-8298 after
ReDr.
Valleywood
1300
plus.
a
must, experience
140
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
5pm
41(1
Send resume to P.0 Box
VALENTINE'S Day Wed- frigerator, dishwasher,
Want
Safe-T Pharmacy.
Public
NEW Snow Blades at
797, Benton, KY.
ding. Perfect time to say, 'I stove furnished. Central
To Buy
Sale
MRS. Wyant's delicious do!" A candelight ceremony H/A, carpeting. 759-4406.
dealer cost. 1/ea for 85-87
OFFSET Pressman Ex- ANTIQUES by the piece or homemade sourdough
in a Smoky Mountain 2BR, washer, dryer, stove FARRIS Auction Company. Honda Big Red, 85-87
perienced applicants call collections. Call 753-9433 bread. To order, phone
TRX- 250
W. Dan Farris, Auctioneer, Honda
Chapel! No blood test and and refrigerator furnished
Pnnting Services & Sup- after 5pm.
437-4467 or 753-7262.
no waiting period! Call Near university and shoo P0. Box 149, Hazel, KY. 753-4092.
plies, 753-5397.
ping center. Deposit re- (502) 492-8796/8795. We
CASH for mobile home NINTENDO games Per- 1-800-729-4365
4)10
appraise and sell it all.
OTR Drivers 12 months tires 57-512 each. fect condition 753-4359
quired. 753-5899.
Auto
experience, 23 years of 527-2932
before 6pm
3BR, 2 bath duplex located
Services
age Hornady Truck Line
INSIDE SALE
north side of town Call
Start up to 26 cents/mile, CASH paid for good, used SLIDING glass door fcr
ALL auto repair and sand
John Downs at M T G ,
Fri., Sat., Sun.
tarpNacation pay, safety rifles, pistols, shotguns. sale Double insulated,
blasting. 759-4836 days
753-4000
bonus, spouse passenger Benson Sporting Goods, $150 753-0789
5
to
8
PRIVATE Investigator
436-5322 evenings
program, 401-K retirement 519 S. Hwy 641, Murray. SOLO-FLEX w/buttertly D.B.A. Confidential Investi- LARGE 2br duplex, just re
94 East to East Y
753-1342.
1-800-648-9664
NEW bug shields for pick
and leg extensions $1000 gations, Southside Shop- decorated. No pets. Lease
Grocery. Take 280
ups and vans, foreign and
$375/mo.
*102,
deposit,
Suite
plus
leave
Center,
753-3506,
ping
1/4 mile on left,
OWNER Operators, trac- NEED cash, buying 1960's OBO
domestic, clear and smoke
Available Feb. 1. 759-1087
Murray, 753-2641
message
watch for signs.
tors only for 48 state flatbed G.1. Joe's. Bill, 492-8103.
tint. $19.50/ea. Key Auto
after 5pm.
division Late model trac- TOP dollar for junk cars and TRAILER, heavy steel
Old 'small school
Parts Hwy 121S. 753-5500
270
advance,
50%
tors needed
desks, quilts, winter
NEW 2br duplex located on
trucks. 759-4816 or frame_ 7x12 wood bed with
Mobilo
in
1st
instant settlements
clothes and shoes
rails and lights. Heavy axle
Northwood Drive. Call
436-5322.
485
Horan For Sal.
1st out dispatch PFT
and new 13' car tires. Askall sizes, dishes,
between
753-1266
Auto
Roberson 800-473-5582
USED and antique furni- ing, $650 Of trade for table 14x70 SPRING Arbor. 2br 8:00am-5.00pm, ask for
knick knacks, misc.,
Parts
glass, tools, quilts
ture,
saw or other wood shop 2 bath, utility room. 2x6
Paulette.
Temple
Shirley
SECRETARY Local busi901-642-6290
427 CUBIC inch tall block,
tools. 753-0611.
walls and well insulated
ness needs individual with
creamer.
QUIET, spacious country
steel crank, aluminum intyping and word processing WALNUT trees, 4'-8 tall TREADMILL, like new, Partially furnished. Mus
living 2br duplex wrcarport
take, hke 4 bbls., pistons,
skills, some accounting Also, telephone poles $200. 753-6091 after 7pm. see to appreciate
120
and outside storage Low
rods, pushrods, harmonic
437-4748.
knowledge, and the ability 489-2333
Horne
utilities. 2 miles out 94W.
balancer, starter, milodon
electric,
a
heaters,
on
WATER
public
the
with
deal
to
Loans
1982 14x70 3BDRM, Call 753-7951 after 5pm.
IBM
for
ing
YMCA-Look
pan, pair of square port
oil
eleheating
benfit
all
double
daily basis Excellent
to ments.5 year guarantee on 2bath, gas heat, ap
dosed chamber big block
N Veterans
for
ATTENTIO
applications
package. Send resume to compatible computer
TAKING
underCall glass lined tank Round pfiances,(2yrs old),
Home loans to purchase or heads. Needs assembly
P 0 Box 1040 R, Murray, buy or be donated.
pinning. Must sell by section 8 rent subsidized
759-9622 or 759-4739
100% $1,100 for all. Phone
e
models, 30, 40 or 50 galrefinanc
bed3
1,
2
Ky. 42071.
apartments.
3/1/92. 435-4390.
refi- Frankfort 502-227-2760
/90%
purchases
loos Your choice, $139 99.
Apts
Hilidale
rooms. Apply
SOMEONE to babysit in my
Clarence
built,
Phone
DownCUSTOM
Hardware,
nances
14x70
Wallen
1988
Hardin, Ky or call
home 2:30pm-Midnight,
1911
Articles
Phillips Mortgage Comtown, Paris.
2br, 2 bath, cathedral ceil- 502-437-4113 EHO.
Friday-Tuesday 753-3020.
bud
For Saes
pany, 1-615-684-1029
ings, solid wood floors and
Cars
cabinets, jacuzzi. Very
TELEPHONE solicitors. 2 12 SEARS Craftsman
410
sharp, must see to apprecipeople to call on phone to band saw Sears 4' table
1974 CHEVELLE. Blue,
ate Take over payments,
Real
Appliances
set appointments Hours, model belt sander
aluminum duals, new car$180/mo. Leave message,
Estate
5pm-9pm Some Satur- 753-6533 after 4pm
pet, 6 speaker stereo
WASHER and dryer
Washer,
house.
small
2BR
753-4260.
days, but not mandatory
Eagle ST tires, sunw/EQ,
of753-4684.
REALTY
range.
Electric
KOPPERUD
refrigeradryer, stove and
Start, $5/hr, must be over 13'ZENITH Color TV,$40.
Moving must
$1500.
roof,
Poles
Meter
of
range
CUMMINGS
complete
ers a
tor included, partially furn21 8 have phone room Kero Sun heater, used few
Specializing in mobile ished. A/C, gas heat. Real Estate services with a sell. 759-4941
Sears
box.
the
in
still
hours,
experience Call 753-2654
home electric services 200 $350/mo. Located at 521 S. wide selection of quality
air purifier, $20 489-2266
for appointment.
$375. 100 amp $325. 131h. 753-3018.
amp.
homes, all prices
5pm
after
435-4027.
753-1222, toll free
WELDERS. Pass in-house
Phyfe
Duncan
FORD Courier, 1983 ANTIQUE
2BR with stove and re- 1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
certification test. Stick or 1980
for
Repos
Home
MOBILE
frigerator, wet hook-up, gas 7111_
portable type- dining room set Table and
mig. Uphill plate test. Start- Mazda S/W,
six chairs, glass front hutch, sale. Singles and doubles heat References and deing range $6 00-58.00, writer. 436-2559
buffet, mirror Antique Dun- Financing available. Clean.
required. Available af- PACKAGE liquor store.
good fringe benefits. Quali- 2-SIDED aluminum dog can Phyte couch, late model homes Green posit
86 Cadillac Sedan
February 1st. 436-2755 Historically known location
ter
at
apply
applicants
fied
box. Extra nice, $150 489-2414.
Tre.e Acceptance, after 5pm
Newly opened. Selling
..... $4,500
DevIlle
Pipe
Thompson Steel
or
753-2512.
6 06 - 2 2 3 - 1 0 1 0
building on 1 acre, license
Company, Princeton, KY
BLACK glass rectangular 1-800-221-8204.
*84 Celebrity WaOR 3 bedroom, Pine Bluff fixtures and inventory
2
5 DIAMOND ring 14carat table & six chars. $125
502-365-5030. EOE.
Shores, quiet wooded sur$1,695
1241 Liquors in
gon
white gold setting. 489-2773 after 5pm.
REPO, 3br, 2 bath Free roundings, central H/A, ap- Come by
Paducah
759-9778.
delivery and set-up $688 pliances carport Coleman Leeder Bottoms,
2
Tempo,
Ford
'84
Owner has other interest
DEEP tutted country blue
$4632 per week RE, 753-9898
dr. new long
ELECTRIC treadmill, like couch and chair $200 down,
This home is very clean
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
new. $225. 489-2414.
$2,195
block
492-8298 after 5pm
1 - 6 0 6 - 6 2 3 - 9 4 0 5 3BR, 3 car garage with Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
Appliances,
area
shop
E3ob..Haley Bel-Air Center
'82 Dodge P/U,
FLEX Steel blue floral Richmond
central H/A, lots of storage
1 -502-753-SOLD
couch and loveseat w/two
slant 6, P/S, air 3
hosShort walk to schools,
280
end tables Excellent condisp. overdrive .$1,795
759-4132.
town
and
pital
Mobile
tion, $200 759-1259
.160
a.m.
Homes For Rent
SATURDAY, JAN. 25, 1992 10:00
Homes
'81 V.W. Rabbit,
FURNISHED, 2bedrm,
KING size waterbed w/
For Salo
Location: So. 4th St. Hwy.121 South, Murray Ky. bookcase, mirrored head- 1 or 2 BEDROOM mobiles close to University_
diesel, 4 dr., 5
753-5375.
$1,495
(The old Murray Drive-In lot located behind Ky.
sp., air
board Super single with in Mobile Home Village
2BR, 1 bath 3 miles North
Gas or electric heat, central 920 NORTH 18th St. 2 of Murray on Coles Campdrawers 753-5484
Lake Shell Station).
'79 Malibu, 2 dr.,
air, appliances and water bedrooms, 1 bath, carport, ground Road 753 5484
The following will be auctioned by
$495
furnished Coleman RE, w/d hook-up All kitchen
200
The Bank of Murray
2 OR 3 Bedroom house
753-9898
Sports
appliances furnished
LoseBuick
77
LoEquipmsnt
Call 753-1266 Newly redecorated
1984 International Eagle Tractor (with sleeper).
2BR, fully furnished, water $395/mo
$1,595
bre, 4 dr
cated close to University
0pm,
0
00arn-5.
9
8
miles,
between
200,000
approx.
Engine,
immedi
400 Cummins
4 DOZEN Flambeu goose front, available
Low $30's 753-8642
Paulette
for
ask
2 dr.,
Lincoln,
77
speed, 11-24.5 tires, aluminum heador rack. shells 50 Texas rag de- ately. Call John Downs at
3-4 BEDROOMS, 2%r
995
Coupe..$1,
Town
753-4000
bath,
1
T.G.
M
All
3br,
bags
carrying
Hospital
NEAR
coys 3
1972 International CO - 4070-A Tractor
baths, brick, 3 acres,
for $250 Call 489-2509 af- SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, central gas heat, $350/mo
40'
75 Old
Coldi.vater•Farmington Di1978 Aztec
electric or gas Walking dis- Deposit required No pets ning room, plenty of closets
40' ter 5pm
Convertible $1,650
1971 Transcraft
753-9567
753-5209
tance to college
210
and cabinets Double gar40'
1970 Transcraft
age 753-2223
38'
810 . Coldwater Rd

EXPERIENCED Spreader
Truck Driver Apply at Hutson Ag Service, Hardin
437-4102

1979 LTD 4-door, $350
753-7833 after 3pm

TOYOTAS COSI LESS
!IlORRAV

COLLEGE student will
clean your house/run errands, reasonable rates
Please call 759 4671 after
lpm

CARS

$13,987
Cry DX
___111,717
10 Cry LE
'90 Ford T311.1S---- $7,987
Dcdce Oral._ $1,987
10 Portiac Grrid Prtx LE$7,987
$10987
'10 Toyota Camry
$147
10Corolli
GT
19,Celd
$14,487
19 Toyota
19 Toyota Co% DI....$7,287
'89 Toyota Cern ST...110,487
Ns Ceita ?rouiparn $037
$3,487
17 Ford T1INS
'97 Chrysler Lebaron ..1TS 1,987
17 Nissan gain._ $6,717
17 Pont. Gr. Am
17 Pad
06 kettql Pgarf-1087
'86 Pontiac VOLE ............$3,287
16 Toyota Corolla SR 5,45,387
.......$3,987
'86 Cet GT
16 Chevy Cavalier............$2,287
16 Toyota Caolla LE ....$481
$2,487
'85 Chevy
$5,487
15 Toyota Camry
....... $2,487
15 Toyota
94 AC Eagle
14 Built Centry
$4,217
'84 Toyota
12 Toy. Caolla

5 Points
Auto Repair
& Used Cars

AUCTION SALE

1973 Dorsey
38'
1969 Dorsey
40' (Air-Ride)
1971 Ravens Spread
Salvage Items:
CO The first two
1974 White Freightliner
items 'nay be inl
1964 Internationa
spected at Aviry
Lumber Co yard
1965 International
ut Purycer, TN
1972 Freightliner
Auxiliary
with
Engine
Industrial
Cylinder
4
For further information contact Howard
Steely or John Nix at (502) 753-1893.

W. Dan Farris - Auctioneer
Al afformwsrsonnau am Airy 4 sae will lobe pr•orlests

; 4.4

•

Firewood

FIREWOOD for sale, Oak
and Hickory Cut to order
474-8086, daytime
753-9808 after 5 30pm
FIREWOOD, green or seasoned 753-5476
FIREWOOD Delivered,
$30 436-5596
FIREWOOD for sale We
cut all year long $20 you
haul. $25 I haul Call Gary
Lawrence 489-2030,
489 2497

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
iii,rowaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*AIFRepairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritton, Inc.

3BR, 2 bath, living room,
dining room, oak cabinets,
ceiling fans, beautifully decorated. 1750 sq ft 24x24
detached garage 3 miles
East of Murray $53,000
753-0954
NEW on market 4br, formal dining room, livingroom, eat-in kitchen, family room, double garage,
deck, fresh interior. 1715
Plainview. $96,500
759-4697

or See .1 B

Taylor

753 91d1

1991 GRAND AM LE 4
cylinder, 15xxx, p/w
$9400 Serious calls only
Leave message, 753-7671
after 5pm
CAR Stereo Installation
753-011.3. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 Nock from MSU
donna

1982 BUICK Regal with
350 engine, new ores 1967
A ton pickup, good Ores.
6cy1 1981 Ford Thunder
bird, needs motor All 3 for
$1000 474 8040

TRUCKS
10 Toyota 414
'19 Nissan 412
19 Nissan Patifinder _111,487
19 Rymouth Ci. Voy3ger$10,487
'87 Ford arc= I 414_17487
$7,787
81 Fad Aerosti
'16 Dodge Rant 100.. $4987
'86 Choy Silverado 4x4 $6,417
16 ToyotaEFCaL,.$5,917
Fad Et= XIT 414_.$7,N7
15 Toyota El-Cab
$7,487
15 GliC Cony.
15 Chevy Sheralo....-- $.5,987
15 Chevy Blazer 41_ $5,987
14 Chevy S10 44 $4987
71 Jeep Wiper
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert-Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bus Mgr
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr

TOYOTA
of Murray
S :'•

1982 GRAND Prix
Brougham V-6, all power,
white, leather interior
753-0334 after 5 30pm
1983 BUICK Regal good
condition $1100 call after
5pm 753-4674
1984 DODGE Omni, white
4 door extra nice $950
759-1922
1984 PONTIAC Sunbird
ps/pb a/c cruise, local car
$1400 OBO 753-3297
1985 Z-28, Sharp car
Good condition, all power
$3800 753-6063 after
4 30pm
1987 GRAND AM SE
loaded, white, automatic
new tires, 5-star rims
15500 502 247 6699
1987 TAURUS, 85xxx
miles, 4 cyl $2800
753-1140
1989 FORD Taurus station
wagon Excellent condition
loaded, new tires $5500
753-0387 after 6pm
1990 TOYOTA Corolla
4 door, grey, ps/pb, air, ex
tra sharp 753-5216
.195
Vans
1978 FORD Custom van
Stereo am/fm cassette
Good shape, $2000
474-8040
1985 VW van, 140,000
miles, one owner, good
condition, $2000
753-4573
1986 FORD E-150 Cargo
Van Auto, ps/pb, 6cyl ra
dio super clean Runs
great $2650 Phone Frankfort 502-875-4050 or
502-875-1844
500
Used
Trucks
1984 S 10 pickup with camper top, new tires, in A-1
shape $2500 474-8040
1986 FORD F-250 Pickup
Auto, ps/pb, dual tanks,
V-8, 8600 GVW $2,975
Frankfort
Phone
or
502-875-4050
502-875-1844
1987 S-10 BLAZER, 4x4,
V-6, automatic, tahoe pkg ,
excellent tires, loaded Best
offer May consider part
trade 753-9752
1990 XLT FORD Ranger,
fully loaded Reduced,
$9000 or take over payments 753-0237 or
436-2092
1991 MAZDA B2200 pickup, 4cyl , 5-speed, 4250
miles, $6250 Charles
Stone, 437-4475
;20
Floats
& Motors
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evin
rude OB in excellent condition $1000. Call James at
435-4425

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty

........
'•••"'w

Smith Masonry &
Home Improvement

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete wort, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For a Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs Experience • Free Estimates
PHONE
Route 1, Box 139D
502-437-3026
Benton, Ky. 42025

N*1
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Horoscopes

CLASSIFIEDS

1RIDAI• JANL AR1. 24,1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth,call I -900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95cents
519
a
minute.)
530
Softies,
Services
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE estate deals. Limit your liability for
Sank*,
Offered
Oftired
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: large purchases or taxes. Decisions
Mend
Romance takes a temporary.. backseat made now can he sounder and more
SERVICE
TANK
to
VCR
finishing
work. In March, loved ones make stable.
SEPTIC
Wood
REPAIR
VCR
By
Sears
GUTTERING
SHEETROCK
BACKHOE Serv Cie ROY
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Go
75HP EVINRUDE out HILL Septic system drive Sears residential and corn
Repair, replacement, new textured ceilings Larry Service Center, cleaning
demands you cannot ignore. A child's
board motor. Excellent ways hauling foundations mercial continuous gutters installation pumping. sew Chnsman 492 8742
servicing $15, most repairs
happiness depends on your handling with the flow at work today. CoCondition $700 Call at 759-4664
$35, all brands 3rd Street, a difficult situation with sensitivity.
ers footings basements
workers who pull together will reap
installed for your specifica
James at 435-4425
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5, Travel is favored in September. Get
bons Call Sears 753 2310 Backhoe loader service
rewards. An evening
handsome
Main
and
Repair
Dinh
C
T
BLOCK, brick. concrete fin
Mon -Fri , 753-0530.
BRENT ALLEN 759 1515
in touch with friends living in exotic shopping expedition uncovers good
lenance Electrical CleanLATE model Evinrudei ishing Basements toot tor free estimate
Johnson 70hp lower unit. trigs, garages drives HADAWAY Construction
ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main WILL do plumbing, installaplaces. Fokeful and enthusiastic. you values.Cast self-criticism to the wind.
SEWING machine repair
Also, 70 Model 65hp Mer- walks 30yrs experience Home remodeling paint
Street 753-6111 office tion and repairs All guaranLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Promake an excellent spokesperson for
Kenneth Barnhill
753-0606 after 5prn
cury Extended Shaft LOWIN 13yrs in Murray area [rig wallpaper carpentry
teed 753-4355, 753-1134. any cause you espouse. Choose your ceed slowly with a pet project. AlUnit and other parts Also, 753 5476 Charles Barnett floor covering No job too 753 2674
associates with greater care. Over- though your instincts are fine, the
TENNESSEE River Insulanewly rebuilt Toyota 22R
small 436 2052
Frw
utility
your
Decrease
due professional recognition will circumstances may not be right.
tion
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Engine. $1,200 or best of CHIN( Chi. Chimney
Column
insulaActing insistent will boomerang.
come your was before Christmas.
HANDYMAN will do plumb
Removal Insured with lull bills with adequate
fer Phone Frankfort Sweeps has 10% it:1110f C It 1
of insulation,
types
All
tion
esYour mate is unusually supportive.
ON
BORN
electric
Free
ing
and
carpentry
IES
equipment
CELEBRIT
only,
ol
clitrn
Vie
sell
home
hne
to
Wsc.otants
good
ern
FREE
502-227-2760
homes Free
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
Reasonable rates
1, teens
timates Day or night, old and new
and
caps
8wk old Boxer NO*.Call THIS DATE:actor Ernest Borgnine.
nes
estimates, 901-642-9174
WAYNE Darnell Marine 435-4191
753 0596
753-5484
Kinski. gymnast major purchase or financial underafter 4pm. 489-2829
Nastassja
actress
Complete, boat and motor,
Mary Lou Retton.evangelist the Rev. taking looks promising. You may
HAULING yard work tree
repel and service All work
need to spend some money fixing up
'S Heating remo,.al mowing Free as
CUNNINGHAM
Roberts.
Oral
Fiberglass
guaranteed.
Com
Service
your home. Learning to make your
19):
Cooling
-April
I
759-1683
and
2
bmates
(March
or
ARIES
sell
specialist Buy,
and serMake certain you have read all the own household repairs will save big
trade Used boats. motors pleat installation
Call Gary at INSULATION Blown In By
instructions before attempting to as- dollars.
and trailers Salvage parts vice
Sears TVA approved
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
1 mile from Murray on Hwy 759-4754
or operate something new. A
semble
Save on those high healing
94E 753-0079
It takes two to quarrel. Cut any
21):
for
ignored
been
DAVIDSON Roofing and
has
problem
family
cooling bills Call Sears
short by acting charming.
Construction Special and
hostilities
teena
to
calmly
I.isten
long.
too
753-2310 for free estimate
Dial-A-Service is for you!
winter rates 30 years ax A great day for fun and romance if
ager.
&mikes
penance Written guaran- KITCHEN CABINET REDial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each
TAURUS( April 2(1-May 20): An you determine to--keep spending
01bred
COVERY existing doors &
tee Local references
the classifieds. You get a 2x1 display ad.regularly
In
Monday
with a sibling could try within reasonable limits.
encounter
frames with woodgrain for753-5812
for
$9.60.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
Al TREE Service Stump
at
priced
Curb your temper!
patience.
your
mica, all colors Free estiremoval and spraying Free DRYWALL. finishing, reseem to have a sixth sense for
You
opportugolden
a
of
Take advantage
mates Wulff's Recovery
estimates 753 0906 after pairs. addrbons and Wowresources and hitting the
amassing
silent
A
business.
your
xpand
e
to
nity
436-5560
Murray
weeks)
(lf ad runs minimum of 13
5prn, 759-9816 7530495 ing ceilat761
jackpot now'. A partnership breaks
hand!
free
a
you
will
give
partner
GALLIMORE Electric
Stop by our office today or call 753-1916
AAA Additions Decks LICENSED for electric
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Your new ground. Someone you meet tocommercial
for
Licenced
vinyl siding carpentry gas. refrigeration Installa
and romantic matters are day seems to have it all. Be your most
financial
and residential Free esti
work, house and floor level bon and repair Free esti
closely linked now. Be yourself. charming.
or
big
to
?tabs
No
mates
dnve..waxs 40. years mates 753-7203
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Know what you want and go after it.
too small 759-1835
experience Free esti
you Time favors your efforts at work. Put
pressure
anyone
let
to
Custom Design
Refuse
ENGER
colsect
Call
mates
LITVALLER Building Farm
Carpets Specializing in ininto doing something against your romance on hold if necessary. At901-247-5173
and residential set up for
laid and handcarved cartending a group function holds spebetter judgment.
projects Our busi-.
ALPHA Builders- Carpen- peting Rug binding and large
CANCER(June 21 -July 22): The cial appeal tonight. Streamline
quality.
on
busk
is
mass
try, remodeling. porches, fringing Free estimates
intervention of a neutral party could household chores.
382-2214
roofing. concrete, drive- 753-7614
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): An
help solve a family problem. An older
mainte
ways, painting,
NEED your gutters ckianed
fre- person plays a major role in your exciting turn of events leads to a
occur
sort
this
of
Situations
Sears
at
sales
FENCE
dealer.
North
nanoe,at Free estimates
or repaired? Call 753-0834,
now Call Sears 753-2310
quently. In general, missing four to success. Keep in touch with former frenzy of phone calls. You may have
Both sides vulnerable.
489-2303
for free estimate for your PAINTING interior and exthe queen, it is best to play the A-K employers. Romance deserves a sec- to cut back in your social life to get
NORTH
ANY remodeling. painting needs
terior Outity work Over
rather than finesse against the ond chance.
your work done. A self-improvement
Q
•
Ralph
& roofing References
approach will succeed
proves very fulfilling.
This
Spe 20 years expenence
queen.
project
fine
A
Roofing
!2:
23-Aug.
9
GALLOWAY
Ad
(July
•
LEO
759-1110.
Worley 436-5625
slightly more often over the long day for negotiating business or real
cializing in new roofs, re•9752
APPLIANCE REPAIRS roofs, and tear-offs
PLUMBING Repairs We
haul.
A K 986
Factory trained by 3 mapr Guaranteed work
work on mobile homes
Declarer should conclude that
EAST
WEST
TODAY'S CHILDREN are outgoing. kind-hearted and tolerant. Family
manufacturers Most parts 502-753-7941
24-hour emergency, samethere is no good reason to play is more important to these youngsters than they let on! These Aquarian% long
since
4
6
7
9
K
*
:i
5
S
10
.1
•
All
truck
my
on
in stock,
day service. 489-2525
the trumps abnormally, he will lose to serve humanity and are attracted to people who appear in need of help.They
GENERAL Repair plumb•Q.73
•4
work and parts warranted
work
tree
roofing,
ing,
PLUMBING repairman with • Q 10 4
a trump trick if either opponent has like romance to be unpredictable and may choose mates with whom they have
•J 6
Ask for Andy at The Ap436-2642
same day service Call 4 Q 10 7 3
three to the queen. His thoughts little in common. Journalism, social work and education are excellent fields
4J 5 2
phance Works 753-2455
should therefore be directed to the for these Aquarian..
WALTERS 436 5255
SOUTH
GERALD
SERVICE
APPLIANCE
paintestisiding,problem of trying to escape a diaFree
vinyl
floohng,
PLUMBING
2
A
•
,
Kenmore. Westinghouse
lotto anti hatoCr
i.ICT A rese-ed And updated top), Of ie Ant Ihson'shest•scIling ho,,k - Yesterd..),
I
18
rate
estimates
Free
Affordable
ing
mates
mond loser, if possible.
2
5
6
8
10
•K
Whirlpool 30* years exsend 58 pl.u. SI pcotsge And harkIling
.Can help Yt,u Find Your PlAke in (iod 1•
Nstrolop.
rework
local
All
service.
day
experience
properly,
Same
years
plays
By timing his
.ru..k. ra.ahle to
• A K 83
penance Bobby Hopper.
1)11441, 0, Allare% And 51, \lee! 1' Ii Ito 4141 sit Kan., I in. Mt, 64141 Matt.
ferences 489-2267.
guaranteed 492-8816
South can meet this goal,setting up Andres. And Sit Sled I
436-5848
.4
an extra club trick in dummy to take
REFINISHING, stripping. The bidding.
care of his diamond loser. He wins
custom woodworking North East
South West
753-8056
the spade lead with the ace, plays a
Pass
1•
Pass
1+
club to the ace and ruffs a club.
6'
Pass
•
2
Home
ROCKY COLSON
Hello Stranger!
Next he cashes the K-A of hearts,
Repair. Roofing, siding, Opening lead — jack of spades.
trick
Searching for answers to all
painting, plumbing, conIt's easy to make six hearts on this learning that East has a trump
those who/what/where questions
crete. Free estimates. Cal deal if you see all the cards. You ruff coming. He then cashes the king of
CUSTOS1 YJTCHEN cAINNETs
about your new city 7
CUSTOBi wOOCHr DR KJ NG
474-2307
a spade in dummy, take a trump clubs, discarding a diamond, and
WAGON
WELCOME
As
All Types Of
as
nine
the
establishing
club,
a
ruffs
with
finish
and
East,
ROGER Hudson rock haul- finesse through
Representative, it's my job to help
Custom Woodworking
irs gravel.sand,dirt. drive- 12 tricks, losing only a diamond. But a trick.
you get over the hurdles of being
Now he trumps a spade with the
way rock. 753-4545. in real life the hand is notthatsimple.
a newcomer
clubs,
of
nine
the
753-6763.
Cabinets
plays
Kitchen & Bath
Since you have nine trumps in the jack and
By bringing you some useful
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Cy& see our showroom
gifts Community info Advice on
Gutter Co Seamless cumbined hands, you might feel discarding the eight of diamonds.
THE
Hostess Ingeborg King 492-8348
,
0ad
ry 8,
kr,,RRAT B."-c Ei."
only
the
not,
or
ruffs
East
Whether
your
new
in
reliable business
aluminum gutters variety tempted to cash the A-K — without
PUBLIC NOTICE
neighborhood And more Call
of colors Lic-enced in
trick South loses is a trump.
finessing — and 90 go down one.
sured Estimate available
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz

11116=

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

Only $5 A Week!

Contract Bridge

The Methodical Approach

4

MURRAY
Is A

erCOnae ifOk
Town

t—

759-4690

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

SAMPLE BALLOT
r31st TURN SWITCH RIGHT
TO CLOSE CURTAINS
2nd MARK YOUR BALLOT AND
LEAVE MARKS
SHOWING —4
0

WARNING - YOUR
MARKS MUST BE
SHOWING FOR VOTE
TO REGISTER
3rd TURN SWITCH LEFT
()

Calloway County

DEMOCRATIC
PARTY
SPECIAL ELECTION
JANUARY 30, 1992
COLUMN A
Jeff
GREEN

State Senator
1st Senatorial District
Vote for One

1-A

LI

U flex sired Term

2-A

2

Write In Votes Allowed
Murray
Murray
Murray
Murray
Murray

.Courthouse
City Hall
*2
#3........MurrayMiddle School
#4 —.........._Goodyear Building
.,.M.SU Racer Arena
#5_
#1

Christian Community Church
Murray *A ------- -Special FA. Bldg. \ 16th St.) Mumy
Golf Bu ies
Pat 'Tbwelg_—
e
•ALMip
School
t7
Robertson
Murray
Vocational School Calloway ____Calloway C& High School
Murray MI..._
Murray 89 --Army Reserve Bldg. (Center Dr.) Cherry Comer _Good Shepherd Methodist Church
Fag Elementary School
Murray 110....._. Tress Lumber Do-It Center Clayton Creek

Coldwater Church of Christ
Der_._....... Dexter Community Center
Faxon----- Gary Darnell Marine Sales
Harris Grove— Southwest Elementary School
Hazel City Hall
Hazel

Coldwater

*Temporary Voting Pr-riled For This Election Only

Jacksos....Kirksey Woodman of the World Bldg.
Kirkwy

Woodman of the World Bldg.

Lynn Grove _—....Pioneer Convenience Mart
New Concord —..New Concord Church of Christ
Providence —_____...Herndon Seed Mill
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Looking Back

Today in History
There are 343 days
Today is Thursday, Jan. 23, the 23rd day of 1992.
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Gov. Franklin D.
Sixty years ago on Jan. 23, 1932, New York
ic presidential
Democrat
Roosevelt announced his candidacy for the
nomination.
On this date:
at the future site of the
In 1789, Georgetown University was established
D.C.
on
nation's capital, Washingt
would be held on the
In 1845, Congress decided all national elections
r.
Novembe
in
first Tuesday after the first Monday
n proclaiming Jeruresolutio
a
approved
Knesset
In 1950, the Israeli
salem the capital of Israel.
eliminating the poll
In 1964, the 24th amendment to the Constitution,
tax in federal elections, was ratified.
charging it had
In 1968, North Korea seized the U.S. Navy ship Pueblo,
mission.
spy
a
on
waters
l
territoria
entered North Korean
reached to end
In 1973, President Nixon announced an accord had been
the Vietnam War.
Haley novel,
In 1977, the TV mini-series "Roots," based on the Alex
began running on ABC.
on live televiIn 1985, debate in Britain's House of Lords was carried
sion for the first time.
e and her
In 1986, New Hampshire schoolteacher Christa McAuliff
flight
their
for
prepare
to
Fla.,
l,
Canavera
Cape
at
crewmates arrived
aboard the space shuttle Challenger.
DC-10
Ten years ago: Two passengers died when a World Airways
runway
icy
an
off
skidded
Airport
onal
Internati
Logan
Boston's
landing at
into Boston Harbor.
Dow Jones
Five years ago: It was a wild day on Wall Street as the
to end the
points
110
Industrial Average soared 64 points, then plunged
.
2,101.52
day with a 44.15 loss at
Gen. Colin
One year ago: After some 12,000 sorties in the Gulf War,
forces had
allied
said
Staff,
Powell, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
forces
ground
Iraqi
on
fire
air
focus
would
and
achieved air superiority,
Kuwait.
around
Frank R.
Today's Birthdays: Historian Joseph Nathan Kane is 93. Sen.
Chita
Actress
64.
is
Moreau
Jeanne
Actress
68.
is
Lautenberg, D-N.J.,
Princess
48.
is
Hauer
Rivera is 59. Actor Gil Gerard is 49. Actor Rutger
Caroline of Monaco is 35.
Thought for Today: "All history is modern history." — Wallace Stevens, American poet and author (1879-1955).

Ten years ago
Calloway County Public Library
has received a new customized
bookmobile. The Kentucky Department of Library and Archives purchased the 1981 Chevrolet step-van
for Calloway County with state and
federal funds. Carolyn Adams,
bookmobile librarian, pictured as
she begins her first day. The
mobile unit makes about 90 stops
to communities and individuals
each month.
An average of $1.55 per pound
was reported for the sale of Type
23 dark fired tobacco on the Murray Market.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. John Paul Nesbitt,
Dec. 15.
Elizabeth Ann Dunaway, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.D. Dunaway
of Murray, will receive her Doctor
of Chiropractic degree in March at

for Cuba, Porter McCuiston for
Murray and Cone for Benton.
Thirty years ago
A veritable ice storm struck Calloway County last night making
streets and highways almost
impassable. Icing started about 4
p.m. A low of 11 above zero was
recorded this morning, according to
John E. Scott, local weather
observer.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Jones, Dec. 11.
Progress is being made by the
Murray Recreational Association
on the new country club, located
west of Murray off Highway 94
West. Thomas Emerson is temporary chairman of the association.
Ernest Madrey has won second
prize of $200 in the state forestry
competition, sponsored by Louisville Courier-Journal.
Forty years ago
Senator lames M. Lassiter of

Palmer College of Chiropractic,
Davenport, Iowa.
Twenty years ago
Fred Schultz, superintendent of
Murray Public Schools, has
received the 1972 F.L. Dupree
Award for Creative Educational
Administration at a meeting of
Kentucky School Board Association at Lexington.
Danny Lynn Darnell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Darnell, has
enlisted in the U.S. Army. He is
now stationed at Fort Campbell.
The brick home of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Pat Coleman near Mt. Carmel
Baptist Church burned Jan. 20. The
blaze was caused from lightning
hitting the attic of the house.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway County High School
Lalcers beat Cuba Cubs and Murray
High School Tigers beat Benton
Indians. High team scorers were
Jerry Duncan for Calloway, Jones

Murray has been named chairman
of the Senate Committee on clams,
and Representative Owen Billington has been named to the House
Committee on banks and banking,
fourth class cities, higher education, insurance, motor transportation and state fair at Kentucky
General Assembly, Frankfort.
Carl H. Frick has been named as
manager of the new $600,000 hotel
at Kentucky Lake State Park.
An average of $36.29 per 100
pounds was reported for the sale of
dark fired tobacco for the past
week on the Murray Market.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Webb, Jan. 8; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James Parish,
Jan. 9; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Lovett and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Nelson, Jan. 11; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bennie Simmons, Jan. 13:
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Hutchens, Jan. 14.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: If a man asks his
secretary out to dinner with the implication that they will spend the
night together, is he then guilty of
sexual harassment?
If he uses the exact same wording
to invite his wife out to dinner, is he
guilty of sexual harassment? If not,
does it mean that a woman loses a
part of her constitutional rights by
the very act of getting married?
Ifthe wife says,"Nottonight,dear,
I have a headache," and he persists,
can she have him arrested for rape?
I'm worried.
A MALE IN NEW MEXICO

Later, Timmy cried out,"Daddy,
it's no go.
The same holds true with"Not stop pinching me!" Jim had pinched
tonight,dear,I have a headache." Timmy's leg under the table.
My niece doesn't comment on any
A woman does not even have to
have a headache.Ifshe says"no" ofthis, but I am concerned. I wonder
because she doesn't feel like it — how Jim treats the child when we
are not around.
it's still NO.
I have heard that Jim's father
DEAR ABBY: My niece's hus- was very cruel to him at times, and
band,"Jim,"disciplines their 2-year- I'm wondering if that's the reason he
old son,"Timmy," in a manner that treats his son this way.
What, if anything, should we do'
troubles me.
WORRIED
On a recent restaurant outing,
when Timmy began to whine, Jim
DEAR WORRIED:You should
reached over and twisted the boy's
have a talk with your niece and
earlobe roughly.
her husband about what you
have observed. Be open about
the fact that it's obvious that
Jim's patience is sometimes
tried,and he impulsively resorts
to physical means to discipline
Timmy. Mention the earlobe
By GARY LARSON
twisting and pinching the child
under the table. Tell them there
are parenting classes available;
their pediatrician can recommend the best.
That Jim's father may have
physically abused him may have
some bearing on Jim's abusing
his own son,but it doesn'tjustify
it. Timmy needs someone to intervene on his behalf. The fact
that you are "worried" speaks
well for you. Please follow
through and see that Timmy's
parents learn how to parent
properly.

DEAR NEW MEXICO MALE:
Ifa man asks his secretary out to
dinner with the implication that
they will spend the night together, he is not guilty of sexual
harassment unless the secretary
says "no" to spending the night,
and he uses his position of power
to persuade her to change her
mind.
And whether the woman is a
wife or girlfriend,ifshe says"no,"
the answer should be NO. Being
married to a person does not
entitle the mate to sexual favors.
Both parties must be willing, or

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

HONEY, I'M
OUT CATER516
pARTY WiT14
COOKIE AND
ALEXANDER
Yout2 SuPPER
IS IN TUE OVEN.
LOVE.
BLONDE

CALVIN and HOBBES

Everything you'll need to know about

FOR ALL TT PREPARATION ,
Sk1W AQ,E A L.NSI S‘AOT

to,\F,FPPF.
,

planninga wedding can be found in Abby's
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
To order, send a long, business-size, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.951$4.50 in Canada)to: Dear
Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 61054. I Postage is
included.)

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
/.23
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DEAR DR. GOTT. Last month I had
a sub-total gastrectomy and vagotomy for pyloric obstruction. Before the
surgery I suffered from diarrhea,
cramping and vomiting. After the surgery, I continue to suffer from the
same symptoms. My doctor says to
get used to this as my symptoms will
not get much better. Is this all that I
can expect?
DEAR READER: You had an operation to remove part of your stomach
(gastrectomy) and to cut some of the
nerve supply to the stomach (vagotomy). This operation is usually reserved for patients with peptic ulcers
that will not heal with purely medical
therapy. Such ulcers can cause pain,
bleeding and spasm, leading to intestinal obstruction.
Evidently, your doctor believed
that your diarrhea. cramping and
vomiting were the result of pyloric
obstruction from, I suspect. an ulcer
If so. your symptoms will improve as
your stomach heals and, within a few
months(barring any complications —
such as a new ulcer), you will return
to normal.
If, however, your symptoms persist, the doctor will have to roll up his
sleeves and re-evaluate the situation.
For instance, inflammation of your
pancreas or intestinal infection could
be causing your symptoms, these conditions would be unaffected by the
surgery you had.
I'd adopt a wait-and-see approach.
during which you can try modifying
your diet to avoid foods that you know
cause symptoms. If you haven't returned to normal within six months,
you will need further testing (such as
stomach X-rays or endoscopy) or —
even better — a referral to a
gastroeterologist.
DEAR DR GOTT - I'm a 52-yearold male and have been on lithium for
21 years for a bipolar illness. I take
between 900 and 1,200 milligrams per
day and have never suffered any side
effects. Are there serious long-term
effects, and will the lithium continue
to be as effective in my continuing
years?
DEAR READERS: Lithium is a truly remarkable drug for treating the
manic (hyper-excitable) phase of
manic-depressive disease (bi-polar
mood disorder). The medicine does
not lose its effectiveness with continued use, nor do significant side effects
appear — provided the dosage is monitored by appropriate blood tests.
In other words, lithium is safe in
the usual therapeutic amounts but
can be highly toxic if excess quantities build up in the body. Common
signs of early toxicity include diarrhea, drowsiness, weakness and clumsiness. More serious signs are stupor,
incontinence, coma and circulatory
collapse
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Woman fights rare ailment that attacked three generations
By BOB LEWIS
Associated Press Write(

MADISONVILLE, Ky. — The
baby's vacant gaze from the fever
that raged within him stirred a
dread Gerri Stone had known long
ago.
"I told Tammy, 'Get your coat
on. We're taking B.J. to the hospital,— Stone recalled more than a
year and one month after she
watched daughter Tammy's firstborn lapse ever closer to shock.
"She said, 'But mama, they're
just going to tell us again that
B.J.'s got the flu and send him
hack home.' I said. 'I know that,
but we're going anyway."'
She recites in detail the precau:Ions she instinctively took for her
rt-month-old grandson the night
tlefore Thanksgiving 1990. She
recalls how panic gripped her as
/3.1. Stone's fever surpassed 103
degrees and she saw on his ear a
purple spot the size of a period.
In 1970, Stone's son, Bobby Joe,
had died just 45 minutes after she
10ed a similar spot on him. She
—I also heard since childhood how.
tiei infant brother, Larry Walker,
;lad died in 1949 moments after the
sierious lesions appeared on
had sought answers after her
‘ut died. She went to Dr. Fault S.
Frcer Sr., who ,dentified the disT

ease as meningococcemia and
showed her a photo of the lesions
in a medical text. Once the bacterial infection reaches that stage, he
had told her, it is usually fatal.
"When I saw that purple spot, I
knew. I thought my heart would
stop," she said. "I never thought
I'd have to see that again, not after
all those years."
Too few people today are lucky
enough to recognize the disease as
Stone did, according to B.J.'s doctor and one survivor of the disease.
"That was probably the main
point in this case. She saw something was wrong and brought the
child in. We were able to treat him
and save him," said Dr. FauII S.
Troyer Jr., a Madisonville pediatrician and son of the doctor who had
described the disease to Stone two
decades earlier.
"This is a case where it could be
written off as chicken pox and the
child kept home a few days. By
that time, it could be too late," he
said.
Meningococcus bacteria — the
same organisms that cause meningitis — within hours can overwhelm
a victim's bloodstream.
The bacteria are harbored in nasal passages and spread through
sneezing and person-to-person contact. They can attack people of any
age, but the immature immune systems of children are most

Murray chess teams win
in Lexington tournament
Murray chess players participated
in all four divisions of the 1992
I exington Winter Scholastic Chess
Tournament last weekend, but full
ietms MeTe fielded only in the
,:ementary division and high school
ection.
,
Carter student Brandon Nellie had
.1 near perfect day in the K-3, primary
,.vision, finishing the day with four
..ins and a draw against no losses. His
`forts got him the second place
sophy in his division.
Iriuthe elementary division, Murray's 5th and 6th grade team, playing
oiithout the services of their top board,
ull managed to tic for third place
„along 28 teams. Mark Stockton, with
4-1 record for the day,took the third
,•lace individual trophy while teammate Chad Delancey won fourth palce
the under 1200 playing ranks.
ourth Grader Josh Frisk won the
...iird ,place trophy in Under 1100 and
.,oey McKeel finished fourth in the
tmder 1000 class. Joey Woods added
.3 1/2 points to the team's total, while
i)avid Crouch, Jeffrey Page and SteJ,...rn Breeding each totaled three.

A child may seem normal — as
B.J. Stone did — only hours before
the disease renders him critically
the younger Troyer said.
Lesions occur when capillaries
just beneath the skin's surface
hemorrhage. Patients die from the
shock caused by toxins the bacteria
release, Troyer said.
"This is an old disease. In the
Civil War days it was called camp
fever because it was common in
the military then. It could go
through a unit and wipe it out. At
that time, there wasn't much treatment for it." Troyer said.
"Since penicillin and other antibiotics came along, you don't hear
of it very much. It's a disease
that's well known to physicians,
but not as well known as it should
be," he said.
Dr. Anne Schuchat, an epidemiologist at the Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta, said about
3,100 cases of meningococcal
infections are reported each year
nationally. Of that number, about
one-third develop into meningococcemia, she said.
About 19 percent of people who
develop meningococcemia die of it,
Schuchat said.
Terri Harding, 21, nearly died of
the disitace three years ago. She
lost both feet and part of her left
arm when lesions on her extremi-

1 Egg, Home Fries,
Grits or Gravy

2 Eggs - Home Fries
Grits or Gravy

$359

$389

Country Ham
Biscuits

65

SHONEYS
Hwy. 641 North
753-9257

•MSU and Faculty Drinks Free w/
Purchase of Meal and MSU I.D.

'Police and Fireman Drinks Free

LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH

ASSETS
DECEMBER 31 1990

DECEMBER 31 1991

DECEMBER 31, 1990

$3369478591
91.209.50E174
6 381,435 54
189,78327
22.273.174 79

$32,939,267.78
86,963,475.84
6,370,819.95
60,811.93
35,789,019.01
695,588.67
1,382,648.61
$184.201,629.77

. $143,097,785 35
SAVINGS DEPOSITS.
oo
ADV ANCES FROM FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK
oo
30RROWED MONEY
176.363 18
LOANS IN PROCESS
42
1.709.904
.
0TH ER LIABIUTIES
756 15
SPECIFIC RESERVES
10,468,508 62
UNDIVIDED PROFITS (NET WORTH)
$155 453 317 72
TOTAL LIABIUTIES AND NET WORTH

CASH ON HAND AND IN BANKS
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
OTHER LOANS
REAL ESTATE OWNED
INVESTMENTS AND SECURITIES
FIXED ASSETS LESS DEPRECIATION
DEFERRED CHARGES - OTHER ASSETS

404,918.98
1,299,710 49
$15545331772

TOTAL ASSETS

•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

DECEMBER 31, 1991
9150,352,337.38
NONE
NONE
375,721.41
2,024,272.80
2,612.30
11,448,385.88
$164,201.629.77

1991 SAW OUR NET WORTH INCREASE TO $11,446,385.88,
AN ALL TIME HIGH WITH A $977,877.26 ADDITION. JUST ONE MORE
REASON WHY HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL IS THE LOCAL
INSTITUTION THAT OFFERS REAL STRENGTH AND SECURITY!

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

Hardware

Country Ham
Breakfast

STATEMENT OF CONDITION

A&A
Auto Rental
_

Enjoy

WE HAVE JUST COMPLETED OUR 112th YEAR OF SERVICE TO OUR
COMMUNITY. WE ARE PROUD TO PRESENT THIS STATEMENT OF
CONDITION SHOWING OUR STRENGTH, SECURITY AND GROWING NET
WORTH. AS WE BEGIN A NEW YEAR, OUR PLEDGE IS TO CONTINUE TO
OFFER THE BEST FINANCIAL SERVICES TO OUR CUSTOMERS,
IN A PERSONAL, FRIENDLY AND HOMETOWN ENVIRONMENT.

Sixth grader Josh Price played up in
the 7-9 junior high division, winning
four games against one loss. He
finished in a tie for fifth place, but was
awarded the twelfth place trophy on
tie-breaks.
Murray High School's team flirted
with success all day, and went into the
final round deadlocked for second
palce in a strong field of 18 teams.
Stumbling in the fifth round, the
Murray group finished with the sixth
place trophy. Playing for the Murray
team was Wade Denton, Caleb Johnson, David Chu and Chris Woods.

L _ 41

"Another guessed it was
meningitis, started me on some
antibiotics and left me there. The
even want to be
nurses didn't
•
around me

"One of them said I had gastritis
and never documented the symptoms," she said in a telephone
interview from her home in Waynesburg, Pa.

ties produced gangrene. She has
filed a lawsuit alleging that doctors
at the hospital where she was first
admitted failed to diagnose and
treat the disease.

susceptible.

We at Hopkinsvile Federal am looking ahead to the new year
anticipating that more and more of our customers will be taking
advantage of the INTEREST EARNING N.O.W. CHECKING
ACCOUNTS that we offer We have checking plans that pay you
interest on every dollar you have on deposit The only time you
nave a service charge is if your balance drops below $500 00 or if
you write or deposit an excessive number of checks and then
those charges are a lot *ss than you would expect to pay at
other financial institutions Senior Citizen checking ac.counts are
free Just visit any Hopkinsvole Federal office and ask for details
on N.O.W. ACCOUNTS,SUPER N.O.W. ACCOUNTS AND
SUPER MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS. For longer term investments don I forget Hopi. nsville Federal offers a wide range of
MONEY MARKET CERTIFICATE ACCOUNTS. You can in
vest funds with us at money market rates in accounts that vary
from no maturity date up to 4 years Of course there is NEVER
A MANAGEMENT FEE for money market accounts at
Hoplunsville Federal and your funds are protected with the
security of insurance by the FDIC

r-.1 al wants to be your lender We have the funds
finance any malor purchase We believe our
ADJUSTABLE RATE MORTGAGE LOAN is the best
available for buying or building a new home Our rates are
affordable and many families still quality for Home Loans with as
little as 5% down payment For those of you who are existing
homeowners, a HOME EQUITY LOAN could give you an
interest deduction that tax laws are eliminating on consumer
interest Most people are using home equity loans to finance
COLLEGE EDUCATIONS, make needed HOME
IMPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS, OR TO
CONSOLIDATE EXISTING NONDEDUCTIBLE
CONSUMER DEBTS. Of course. HOPKINSVILLE
FEDERAL can still provide the funds you need for your NEW
AUTO, BOAT, HOME FURNISHINGS, OR OTHER
MAJOR PURCHASES. Be sure you investigate the financing
availabie at HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL. Talk to a'loan officer
at any ot our locations
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